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Abstract 

Abstract 
To implement a utility wireless sensor network, investigation of different wireless 
protocols has been performed. The protocols are Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, IEEE 
802.15.4 and Zigbee. Consecutively literature studies have made it comprehensible 
to understand the function of the protocols that are suitable for development of 
wireless sensor networks. The importance of low cost, low power, reliable and 
high-quality properties for long distances are significant. IEEE 802.15.4 and 
Zigbee protocol are proper to implement as a wireless sensor network. 
    
To reduce the human efforts in the configuration of the system, a comfortable 
method is implemented to facilitate the procedure. The applied method is based 
on an automatic configuration of the system. The configuration and the decision 
taking are implemented in the software. The system is designed to avoid 
interference to other wireless networks with the possibilities of reconfiguration.  
A uniform hardware and software design with separate functions of the system 
decided by a subsequent command for configuration is preferable. This imposes 
an advantage that increases the flexible potential of the system when a uniform 
solution is implemented. 
  
To support the basic communication principles and control of the system, a 
buffer implementation has been introduced. The functionality of decision taking is 
distributed, configured by system commands from the host system. Detecting of 
system commands requires a properly operating buffer management. In 
consideration to the power consumption in reference to battery utilizations, the 
settings of RF-module and microcontroller have a powerful impact to reduce the 
power consumption. All possibilities of hibernates and avoidance of unnecessarily 
transmitting, should be deactivated to minimize the power consumption. 
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Sammanfattning 

Sammanfattning 
För att implementera ett användbart trådlöst sensornätverk, har en jämförelse 
mellan olika trådlösa nätverksprotokoll utförts. De trådlösa nätverks protokoll 
som har jämförts är Bluetooth, WiFi samt IEEE 802.15.14 och Zigbee. Efter 
åtskilliga veckor av litteraturstudier har stått till grund till valet av det trådlösa 
nätverksprotokoll som kommer att användas i projektet. Utvärderingen kommer 
att ta hänsyn till kostnad, strömförbrukning, tillförlitlighet, samt möjlighet till en 
lång räckvidd för det trådlösa nätverket. De trådlösa nätverksprotokoll som anses 
mest lämpliga för ändamålet är IEEE 802.15.4 och Zigbee. 
 
För att undvika en allt för stor arbetsinsats har en lämplig metod för inställning av 
systemet införts. Detta har gjorts med hänsyn till användarvänligheten. Metoden 
är utvecklad med tanke på en automatiserad inställning av systemet där 
beslutfattandet och inställningarna är implementerade i mjukvaran. Systemet är 
designat för att undvika interferens med andra trådlösa nätverk av samma typ, 
samt möjligheten till ändringar av systemet. Med hänsyn till produktionen av 
systemet är en universell lösning att föredra där valet av funktion avgörs vid 
inställningen av systemet. 
 
För att möjliggöra de elementära kommunikationsprinciperna och kontrollen av 
systemet, har en buffer implementerats i mjukvaran. Då beslutsfattandet är skilt 
från systemet, utförs inställningarna via systemkommandon från värdsystemet. En 
väl fungerande buffer är viktig för detektering av systemkommandon med tanke 
på en universell struktur för framtida vidareutveckling. Med hänsyn till 
strömförbrukningen vid användandet av batterier, är inställningarna hos 
radiomodulen samt mikrokontrollern av stor vikt vid reducering av 
strömförbrukningen. Alla möjligheter till viloläge i de aktiva komponenterna, samt 
undvikande av onödig sändning bör användas. 
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Introduction 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Prologue 
Applications of wireless sensor network has increased tremendously for the past 
years and still rising. The focus on sensor networks for home application has a 
main topic of low power consumption and efficient implementation of hardware 
and software for various applications. Research on different wireless protocols has 
also been applied. Applications as 802.11 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) 
are inappropriate with a redundant data rate and high power consumption. 
Bluetooth protocol was primarily introduced 1994 for a low data rate for 
compensation of cables for computers and mobile devices. The disadvantage of 
Bluetooth protocol is the limitation of number of nodes that can be connected 
simultaneously (1 master & 7 slaves) and the high level of power consumption. A 
new implementation of wireless sensor network IEEE 802.15.4 and Zigbee 
introduced in 2000 with a main topic of low data rate control and sensor 
applications in wireless networks. Zigbee is predicated on IEEE 802.15.4 
technological standard for low data rate in the Industrial, Scientific and Medical 
(ISM) frequency band. Low data rate provided by IEEE 802.15.4, allow 
communication among devices with consideration to very low power 
consumption in use of battery supply. IEEE 802.15.4 devices are appropriate for 
home environment with a main topic of a low cost and low data rate [1], [2], [4].      
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Introduction 

1.2 Background 
Infospread AB is a company with a corporate enterprise of mobile phone 
applications for public transports. The proposal of the project is to implement 
monitoring of water consumption with the help of wireless sensor network. The 
demands for the project are low cost maintenance and application handiness. 

An important requirement for the wireless network is the plug & play 
functionality. XBee is the RF-module which provides the wireless communication 
and collection of information from the sensor nodes, for supervising of the water 
fluid, electricity or temperature, see figure 1. The server transmits further the 
information from the customer to the host system through internet connection.    

 

 

Figure 1: Principle structure of the system 
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Research of different protocols within WSN is compulsory to fulfil the demands, 
since a lot of wireless protocol exists in the market. To avoid an expansion of the 
thesis work with unessential information, a decision was taken at an early stage to 
focus on three particular wireless protocols, relevant for development of the 
system. The conceivable protocols are IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee, Bluetooth and   
Wi-Fi. 

 

 

1.3 Problem description  
1. Application of wireless communication from a sensor node to a 

coordinator based on IEEE 802.15.4 protocol further to internet by a 
server. 

2. Avoiding of interference to adjacently IEEE 802.15.4 networks.  

3. Essential hardware for power supply and communication for a desired 
function. 

 

1.3.1 Reason for own design 

Due to the absence of an evaluation board with an associative microcontroller 
connected to the IEEE 802.15.4 RF-module, a stand-alone microcontroller is 
required to be attached. Two particular evaluation boards are suitable for the 
thesis work. The two conceivable manufacturers of IEEE 802.15.4 RF-modules 
are Microchip and Maxstream, with differences of functionality. The RF-modules 
incorporated to the evaluation board consist of an integrated antenna which 
provides the license free frequency at 2.4GHz. The advantage in use of Microchip 
is that all essential hardware is enclosed, to facilitate the development. An 
application using Maxstream IEEE 802.15.4 RF-module requires a 
microcontroller. The choice of  IEEE 802.15.4 RF-module from Maxstream was 
based on the delivery time, since the Microchip evaluation board would have 
taking two months, in contrast to two weeks  delivery time for Maxstream        
RF-module. 
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1.4 Goal 
The main goal is to implement a low cost WSN with uncomplicated maintenance 
and application handiness solution. Avoidance of interference to adjacent wireless 
networks and possibilities for reconfiguration of the system are to be concerned. 

 

1.5 Purpose/Objectives 
The main purpose of the thesis work is to implement a Wireless Sensor Network 
with a main topic of private households. The project takes into considerations to 
avoidance of high costs.  

The assignment is introduced with preliminary investigations of different wireless 
protocols and design options for the hardware and software. 

 

1.6 Limitations 
Due to the limited economic resources to apply a true experiment, a replacement 
of a switch or function generator, with a creation of an artificial pulse is directly 
connected into the external interrupt pin on the microcontroller to behave as 
pulse generator. 

 

1.7 Thesis outline 
The thesis is divided into 6 chapters. Chapter one gives a brief introduction of the 
thesis work and briefly explains Zigbee and IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. It also 
explains the problem that has to be solved and the goals of the thesis. Chapter 
two gives an introduction to wireless technology and the pre-studies performed to 
compare different protocols. Chapter three describes the primarily investigations. 
Chapter four describing the actual implementation part divided into two main 
subjects, hardware and software. Chapter five describes the result obtained for the 
thesis. Chapter six dispute the problems and further improvements. 
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2 Wireless technology 
Before starting the design of the system that will be developed it is important to 
describe some of the technology that is involved in this project. It is important to 
mention about different wireless sensor networks (WSN) and some existing 
protocols.  

Wireless sensor networks have very small and efficient power consumption nodes 
that transmit information from the environment.  The information is sensed and 
sent wireless through the network to finally arrive to a management center where 
all the information is displayed.  The information is then analyzed and appropriate 
decision would be taken to decide what needs to be done.  Wireless Sensor 
Network (WSN) can be used for example in monitoring temperature, pressure, 
moisture, pollution, sound, vibration, and many other variables that need to be 
known. An important aspect of a WSN is the power management and the 
network which needs an appropriate protocol in order to take care of the energy 
consumption. This point is very important because a sensor network normally has 
a battery as a source of energy and needs to last as long as possible [1].   

 

2.1 IEEE 802.11(Wi-Fi) 

2.1.1 Introduction  

The fast growing of wireless communication has contributed to less usage of 
cables. The devices that are suitable for this technology are many and some of the 
examples are mobile phone, personal computer and personal digital assistant 
(PDA) that needs to interact in order to share documents. These documents can 
come from several places such as email, information displays for customers in a 
shop or driver who wants to get access to map and tourist information while 
driving on the motor way. All this conveniences has been developed through the 
technological point of view [9]. 
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2.1.2 Basic operation 

Powered Wi-Fi station starts by scanning accessible channels to detect active 
networks in areas where beacons are located for transmitting.  A network is then 
selected which will be in ad hoc mode. After this section it verifies itself with the 
access point (AP) and joins it. Several qualities of service (QoS) degrees are 
available in Wi-Fi network. Even though a station is already a part of a network it 
still tries to detect new networks and the reason for such behaviour depends on 
the willing to associate with the strongest signal and if this occurs the current 
network disconnects itself and joins the new network. This character is called 
roaming where networks share a common distribution system. Power in Wi-Fi 
stations can be saved by setting a station in to sleep mode.  

2.1.3 Power management 

The design of Wi-Fi connection is constructed mainly for long range 
communication, which then leads to higher absorbing of current. The absorbing 
range for Wi-Fi devices is around 100-350 Am. Wi-Fi devices can be at two 
different state and those are awake or doze. When a station is located in doze state 
it cannot transmit or receive. The power consumption is then reduced at this state. 
The power management is handled by two modes in Wi-Fi devices and these are 
active mode (AM) and power save (PS) mode. PS mode is handled in different 
ways depending on the type of topology the network is based on. A description of 
how the station behaves depending on which topology is used follows according 
to the article Bluetooth and Wi-Fi Wireless Protocols: A Survey and 
Comparison: 

Infrastructured Network- A station in AM which wants to pass in PS must signal 
the AP by using the power management bit in the header of its packets. The AP 
stores all the traffic addressed to stations that are in PS mode; when transmitting 
the periodic beacon, the AP sends the list of stations in PS mode and whether it 
has traffic queued for them at regular and configurable time intervals, the stations 
in PS switch to AM in order to receive the beacon. If there is traffic addressed to 
them, the stations can receive it and then return to PS.    
Ad Hoc Network- Stations can use the PS mode, but the task of storing the traffic 
addressed to them is distributed among all the active stations since no AP exists. 
All stations in PS mode switch to awake state in a temporal window (ATIM 
window) during which the stations that have traffic stored for others send special 
frames (ATIM frames). If a station receives an ATIM frame addressed to it, it 
remains in awake state in order to receive its traffic; otherwise, the station returns 
to PS mode until the next ATIM window is started. 
Note that: 
 
“• Due to the absence of a reference station such as the AP, the instantaneous 
state of a station (awake or doze) can only be estimated by all other stations of the 
ad hoc network (e.g., according to the history of past transmissions). In this 
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topology, the standard does not specify any methodology for estimating the power 
state of the stations. 
 
• The transmission and reception of the ATIM frames during the ATIM window 
occur according to DCF rules, i.e. according to the CSMA/CA access method. It 
means that a station could receive an ATIM frame addressed to itself, wait for the 
data, and yet not receive them because of congestion on the shared channel. In 
conclusion, the Wi-Fi standard specifies only one low-power state, the Doze state.  
Figure 2 below shows an illustration of what has been discussed above” [9].        

 
 

 

Figure 2: Power handling state in Infrastructured Wi-Fi device [9] 

2.1.4 Advantage and disadvantage 

Wireless techniques provide many advantages, but leads to some disadvantage as 
well. The disadvantage of Wi-Fi network is the power consumption that is 
required before a transmission can be approved compares to Bluetooth which is 
extremely low in short ranges. But on the other hand Wi-Fi is more convenient 
when transmission of data is required for long range and power consumption is 
not an issue.      
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2.2 Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) 

2.2.1 Introduction  

Bluetooth is wireless technology where devices can communicate with each other 
within a short range. The specification is based upon the Radio Frequency (RF) 
operating in the unlicensed 2.4GHz ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) band 
and the technique is based on low-cost, short-range radio link which makes it easy 
to ad-hoc connections for stationary and mobile communication environments. 
The specification is available for areas such as short-range, point-to-multipoint, 
voice and data transfer [2]. 

2.2.2 Basic operation 

The functionality of Bluetooth communication is based on frequency hopping 
system with a nominal hopping rate of 1600 hops per second.  The hops are 
divided into time slots, each 625 µsec long. The reason why Bluetooth uses 
frequency hopping is for low interference and fading. For full duplex transmission 
it uses TDD (Time Division Duplex) scheme and transmits by using GFSK 
(Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying) modulation. 

Bluetooth protocol uses a mixture of circuit and packet switching. The protocol 
stack can use an asynchronous connection–less (ACL) link for data and up to  
three simultaneous synchronous connection-oriented (SCO) links for voice or a 
mixture of asynchronous voice (DV packet type).   

When two or more application are connected to the same channel in Bluetooth 
network it creates a piconet, which contains a master device and up to seven 
active slave devices. Interference becomes greater in Bluetooth communication 
when the amount of piconet increases. This courses a packet collision that needs 
retransmission. The reason to this is because of the randomly frequency hopping 
system provided by the Bluetooth communication amongst a total of 79 
frequencies.  A Bluetooth device can function in either master or slave mode. The 
maximum number of device which a piconet can contain is eight devices seven 
active slaves plus one master see figure 3, which is the simplest configuration of a 
Bluetooth network. [2]. 
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Figure 3: Piconet Configuration [2] 

How device get discovered in Bluetooth environment, well to be able to 
communicate among Bluetooth devices some kind of function for  device 
discovery has to be implemented before any communication can occur for packets 
to transmit on the wireless link between master and slave devices and vice-versa.   
The function for device discovery contains inquiry and paging. So what is the 
meaning of inquiry then, well it purpose is to help find the destination address for 
devices with unknown source. The inquiry function can also be used to detect 
which other Bluetooth devices are within the range. Under an inquiring sub state 
the detecting device gathers the Bluetooth devices addresses and clocks of all units 
that respond to the inquiry message. It can then, if desired, make a connection to 
any one of them by means of the page procedure, where the paged device is 
contacted directly and invited to join a piconet [2].  
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2.2.3 Power management 

Power management is crucial aspect when it comes to wireless communication 
since it affects the battery lifetime. Conserving battery energy in mobile 
application is a hard challenge since consideration has to be taken in the entire 
protocol stack layers.  The design of Bluetooth devices should be constructed in 
such way that it won’t be a burden on the battery lifetime. To avoid high power 
consumption in Bluetooth radio different levels of power conserving mode are 
included in the constructions and some of them are sniff, hold and park. Some 
other aspects that need to be considered too are base band mode and adaptive 
transmission power.  The absorbing range for Bluetooth devices is around 1-35 
Am.  

2.2.4 Advantage and disadvantage 

The main disadvantage with Bluetooth is the limitation of how far it can reach 
considering the range between devices communicating with each other. Another 
aspect that is also disadvantage for Bluetooth technology is the number of devices 
that can be connected simultaneously is only 7 devices. Now the positive side of 
Bluetooth is the power consumption since it consume very little power while 
active it give a beneficial of long time battery life compare to Wi-Fi which only last 
for couple of hours.      

 

2.3 IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee 

2.3.1 PHY layer 

The physical layer main purpose is to control the radio of the device to evaluate 
the energy detection (ED) inside the channel and thereby impose Clear Channel 
Assessment (CCA) for Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance 
(CSMA/CA). This control has to be introduced to avoid failure in transmission of 
data within a channel. What consumes most power in devices containing the PHY 
layer is idle listening. The ongoing consumption can be reduced by setting the 
Radio Frequency (RF) transceiver into sleep mode for a certain time and after that 
back to active mode. Three frequency bands is available in IEEE 802.15.4 with a 
total number of 27 channels, where 16 is applied to the 2.4 GHz, 10 for 915 MHz 
and finally 1 for 868 MHz. Devices that are constructed with IEEE 802.15.4 
protocol stack implemented in it uses Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) 
to raise the bandwidth of the transmitted signal for a reliable communication.  The 
physical specifications are given in the table 1 below [6]. 
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Spreading parameters Data parameters PHY 
(MHz) 

Frequency band 
MHz Chip Rate 

K chips/s 
Modulation Bit Rate 

kb/s 
Symbol Rate 
K symbol/s Symbol 

868 868-868.6 300 BPSK 20 20 Binary 
915 902-928 600 BPSK 40 40 Binary 

2450 2400-2483.5 2000 O-QPSK 250 65 16-ary 
Orthogonal 

 
Table 1: Specification of IEEE 802.15.4 [6] 

2.3.2 The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC Layer 

Applications for IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor networks are target for home 
automation, home networking, PC peripherals, home security and so on. Several 
of those application demands only low-to-medium bitrates around some few 
hundreds of kbps. The physical layer provides different bitrates depending on 
which frequency range is applied by the device. The frequency also decides how 
many channels are available within the frequency range. MAC protocol uses only 
one of these channels at a time. Since it is the MAC layer that is used to link 
communication between devices a general description of how device get 
associated and disassociated on the network follows below, which is according to 
the book: Protocols and Architectures for Wireless Sensor Networks. 

• A Full Function Device  (FFD) can operate  in three different roles: it can be a 
PAN coordinator, a simple coordinator or a device 

• A Reduced Function Device can operate only as a device 

A device must be associated to a coordinator node (which must be a FFD) and 
communicate only with this way forming a star network. Coordinator can operate 
in peer-to-peer fashion and multiple coordinators can form Personal Area 
Network (PAN).  The PAN is identified by a 16-bit PAN Identifier and one of its 
coordinators is designed as a PAN coordinator. 

A coordinator handles among others the following task: 

• It manages a list of associated devices. Devices are required to explicitly 
associate and disassociate with a coordinator using certain signalling packets. 

• It allocates short addresses to it devices. All IEEE 802.15.4 nodes have a 64-bit 
device address. When a device associates with a coordinator, it may request 
assignment of a 16-bit short address to be subsequently in all communications 
between device and coordinator. The assigned address is included in the 
association response packet issued by the coordinator. 
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• In the beaconed mode of IEEE 802.15.4, it transmits regularly frame beacon 
packets announcing the PAN identifier, a list of outstanding frames, and other 
parameters. Furthermore, the coordinator can accept and process requests to 
reserve fixed time slots to nodes and the allocation are indicated in the beacon. 

• It exchanges data packets with devices and with peer coordinators [7].  
 

2.3.3 Introduction  

IEEE 802.15.4 or Zigbee is a wireless personal area network (PAN) which can be 
used in several areas. Some basic areas where it can be utilize are building 
automation, control devices, personal healthcare, PC peripherals and consumer 
electronics.  

The main technology used to develop the wireless network for IEEE 802.15.4 and 
Zigbee is based on the same layers which are physical (PHY) and medium access 
control (MAC). The huge different between IEEE 802.15.4 and Zigbee is the 
ability of which kind of topology can be provided by the network. More over the 
security level in Zigbee is higher compare to IEEE 802.15.4. The IEEE 802.15.4 
can provide point-to-point and point-to-multipoint topology, called star topology, 
while Zigbee can be used for the one’s mentioned above plus cluster tree and 
mesh topology. To achieve the functionalities which Zigbee can provide two more 
layers from the Open System Interconnection (OSI) is added and those are 
Network and Application layers. [1], [4]. 

2.3.4 Basic operation 

The main focus of IEEE 802.15.4 protocol is it ability to deliver low power 
consumption and low-rate wireless communication devices. The following 
numbers of channels can be used in IEEE 802.15.4, which is 16 channels for ISM 
2.4GHz, 10 channels for ISM 900 MHz and 1 channel for 868 MHz.   The PHY-
layer used in IEEE 802.15.4 provides Link Quality Indicator (LQI) for the 
communication that occur between transmitter and receiver in order to maintain 
good quality of signals transmitted between nodes. The MAC layer which is 
utilized in IEEE 802.15.4 for communication is based on Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism to get admission of the 
channels. Devices that are supported by IEEE 802.15.4 are Full Function Device 
(FFD) and Reduced Function Device (RFD). A device which is constructed as 
FFD can be used for both FFD and RFD in communication. FFD can also be set 
as PAN Coordinator, Router or End Device, while RFD is only suitable as End 
Device. Communication for RFD can only occur with FFD. An overview of how 
the protocol stack is defined for IEEE 802.15.4 is shown in figure 4. 
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Figure 4: IEEE 802.15.4 protocol stack [6] 

 
There are two types of communication mode process available in IEEE 802.15.4 
for avoiding interference in an environment where several system are running on 
the same frequency band. The modes which help to reduce the disturbance are 
beacon mode and non-beacon mode. The article Development of Ubiquitous Sensor 
Network by Shigeru Fukunaga, Tadamichi Tagawa, Kiyoshi Fukui, Koichi Tanimoto and 
Hideaki Kanno describes how the different modes of beacon affect the 
communication which follows:  
 
 
“The beacon mode is used with Star-type networks that are configured with the 
network management node, referred to also as the “PAN coordinator”, at the 
core. The PAN coordinator sends off a beacon signal at fixed intervals, while 
other nodes synchronize with this beacon signal and perform communications 
during allotted periods. Since only the node that has been singularly assigned by 
the coordinator gains exclusive use of the channel, it becomes possible to conduct 
communications in which no collisions can occur. This mode, therefore, is used 
for communications requiring low delay levels.  
 
The non-beacon mode, on the other hand, is a mode wherein the channel is 
accessed constantly with the CSMA-CA. When this mode is used in a mesh link, 
with which direct communications are conducted with peripheral nodes, each 
node can directly communicate with any other mode at any time, while each node 
can also be ready to receive data addressed to that node, at all times. This need for 
each node to constantly remain in a reception standby condition makes it 
impossible to conserve energy by conducting intermittent operations as in the case 
of the beacon mode”.   
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Energy conserving process is available in End Devices by introducing non-beacon 
mode in a Star-link situation where the master unit is set as constant reception in a 
standby condition. To achieve this behaviour the End Devices are set to interrupt 
periodically in suspended or standby condition. Introducing this function in the 
End Device will enable request to receive data is periodically sent to master unit 
from End Devices. This is the main flow pattern for data in sensor networks. The 
figure below is an example of two types of topology that is available in IEEE 
802.15.4 [1], [5]. 

 

Figure 5: IEEE 802.15.4 star and peer-to-peer [6] 
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2.3.5 Power management 

The main focus for power management for IEEE 802.15.4 is based on low cost, 
low consumption and low data rate. Implying all this aspect together gives us a 
significant protocol that consumes extremely low power.   

2.3.6 Advantage and disadvantage 

There are several reasons for why it is convenient to impose IEEE 802.15.4 
protocol for wireless sensor network in areas where the need for transmission of 
data-rate is low and requirement of energy conserving is a huge concern. First of 
all it provide long battery life, due to it low transmission speed which is about 
250kbs/s. Secondly it is easy to imply in systems and quite simple to use for 
development of networks. IEEE 802.15.4 sensor networks can handle up to 
64000 devices simultaneously compare to Bluetooth which can only support 7 
devices at the same time. The only disadvantage that is provided by IEEE 
802.15.4 protocol is it data transfer ability.    

2.4 Comparison and conclusion 
Some aspects that state the differences in the wireless sensor networks discussed 
above are given in this table. Note that all of the facts in the table are not 
considered it’s rather the basic part of the network that is interesting.    

  

Feature (s) IEEE 802.11b Bluetooth Zigbee (IEEE 802.15.4) 

Battery Life Hours Days  Years 

Complexity Very Complex Complex Simple 

Nodes/Master 32 7 64000 

Latency 
Enumeration 

up to 3 seconds 

Enumeration 

up to 10 seconds 

Enumeration 

Up to 30 milliseconds 

Range  100m-1000m 10m 70m-300m (ETSI), 1600m 
(FCC) 

Extendability Roaming possible No Yes 

RF Data Rate 11Mbp 1Mbps 250Kbps 

Security 
Authentication Service set 

ID(SSIS) 
64-bit, 128-bit 

128-bit AES and Application 
Layer user defined 

Table 2: comparison of different protocols [13] 
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After learning how the differences in the protocols affect the power consumption, 
number of nodes or master which can be offered, how far they can reach 
concerning communication and RF data rate that is available for the protocols, it 
has become clear to understand which kind of protocol is reasonable to 
implement. Depending on which area the network is meant to be applied several 
facts are to be considered. Some of the facts are transmission rate, battery lifetime 
and security level and so on.  
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3 Design options and decision 

3.1 System approach  
Before taken a decision for how the entire system would function when 
completed they are some main aspects that should be in consideration and these 
are described in details before approaching implementation.  

3.1.1 System architecture 

The development of a wireless distributed system is depended of used 
components and a transferring protocol. Introducing an already working RF- 
module leads to that the developer doesn’t need to care about the protocol itself. 
A use of a UART emulator as communication link, interprets as a wire. Depends 
on the task of the system and the most cost effective solution decides the 
distribution of the hardware and software. By using cheap components, a cost 
effective and uniform product can be manufactured with all parts in the system as 
similar as possible. To avoid producing a specific PCB for every unit an effective 
solution is imposed by constructing the hardware as similar as possible for all units 
regardless the function. The same applies to the software which means all the 
program parts are united as one program to facilitate the programming of the 
processors during the production. The sensor board as an end device in the 
wireless network use only specific components for its task. The same applies to 
the gateway as coordinator. The end device sensor board needs here an input to 
the processor through a signal level adapter such as resistance net. In 
consideration to the software implementation, the software part which only 
manages the running program and the start up configuration specific for the 
sensor board is required. The gateway node as a coordinator requires some 
communication to a server. The use of a common standard such as RS232 
requires an interface component connected to a D-sub socket. In this case an 
external web server is used. By using an embedded web server an RS232 signal 
level transformer as interface component is not required. A normal digital signal 
level of 3.3 volt is sufficient by the communication. An embedded web server 
using an Ethernet socket (RJ45) placed on the PCB is sufficient by connecting it 
to internet through LAN. If the customer is using a wireless LAN at home, the 
802.15.4 wireless network is not to be required. Using a wireless LAN should 
simplify the system when a gateway doesn’t require for the wireless solution. In 
case of the use of wireless LAN, the sensor board sending the information instant 
to the modem and further to the host computer by internet. A solution by using 
wireless LAN can be suitable in use of only a few sensor boards. For further 
development of an implementation to use the Zigbee protocol has an advantage 
considering to the property of a mesh network. The advantage to use a mesh 
network is the distance between the end device and coordinator with routers, 
which is utilized for large buildings in block of flats. For small buildings a star 
topology of wireless network should be enough. A more probable cost effective 
solution should be to use the Zigbee protocol as a wireless mesh network 
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distributed in a housing area. In this case it is sufficient to install the coordinator 
and web server to a terminal block in a phone station or phone cabinet near the 
housing area. Introducing a solution to use a web server for every household 
facilitates for the host computers to identify the source for received data 
associated to the IP number for the customer. By using a Zigbee wireless mesh 
network, the identification of the customer for the sensor boards needs to be set. 
 

Coordinator
End device 1

End device 2

End device 3

Costumer computerHost computer

Water flow 
measure

Electric energy 
measure

Heat 
consumtion 

measure

Internet

Server

Gateway

 
Figure 6: A hierarchical coarse overview of the whole system. 

 
 
For simplicity both coordinator and end device are designed with similar 
architecture see figure 7, 8 and 9 below. The reason why the product is 
constructed this way depends on the configuration procedure implemented in the 
microcontroller. The configure procedure in the microcontroller decides if the 
function of the unit should coordinator or an end device. A possible solution for 
such behaviour is achieved by sensing incoming data and through that a decision 
can then be taken to set the unit for desired performance. In addition to the end 
device, when powered on and no response from a host is given, the unit 
automatically sets to an end device. All mentioned solutions are not planned to be 
implemented. The thought is to demonstrate an application of the solution by 
presenting the decision taking to a host computer. 
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Figure 7: A gateway board specific designed for a sufficient functionality 

 

 
Figure 8: A sensor board specific designed for a sufficient functionality 
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Figure 9: A common unit board with all functionalities included. 

3.1.2 System specification 

Probable constraints from the customer as a normal modern human is to avoid a 
lot of  advanced technical attempt to setup a new system, which they have bought 
to make their life easier and get control of  their consumption  of energy, water 
and electricity. The market for energy and consumptions resources force today’s 
people to have an overview of their consumptions for saving money. A way to get 
an overview of consumption is to use internet, which handles data and serve the 
information which helps to take a decision on how to change habits to reduce 
one’s consumption. Another application is to discover water leaking in houses by 
fast growing water consumption. The attempt is to design a well functioning 
network for the customer without knowledge in PC computers or being familiar 
with difficult technical instructions. The specifications for the project also include 
an easy handling for the company which is provided and support the system for 
the customer. The best optimized solution is to implement a total automatically 
system without manual settings before the product sends to last destination, the 
customer. Consider to the choice of wireless platform the best solution is to make 
a cost optimized embedded system without PC software, instead a small 
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embedded microprocessor is implemented which in turn is connected to the RF-
module. The RF-module and processor are booth dependent of power supply and 
interface circuits to function and communicate with the surrounding components, 
connected on the PCB-board. In an early phase of the project it was decided to 
make an efficient solution in consideration of the hardware and the most 
convenient solution is to make a product without large effort for the customer 
and the producer. In respect to the customers the constrain is to develop a well 
functioning wireless network that is convenient without any technical requirement. 
The task includes two main functions both start up configurations for the wireless 
network and a decision taking program part. Consider to the simplicity for the 
customer as very ignorant, the system should work automatically as much as 
possible. How to configure the system depends on the number of sensor boards 
and one of the techniques for detecting is, to separate the sensor boards from 
each other. The reliability of the functions depends on how the configuration of 
the system is done. The most reliable way to deliver information for the wireless 
network is that all nodes in the wireless network should belong to the same 
network. The decision of which function the undefined unit is allotted need 
control from outside. The most reliable way is to make all decision from a host 
computer. Another simple and elegant solution is to detect the first incoming 
information from a sensor as a decision taking to be an end device. In case of only 
one solution of sensor, the undefined unit becomes an end device with a 
predefined program in lack of received commands during a time delay. In remind 
of an influence from adjacent similar wireless network the sensor board need to 
know which wireless network it belongs to. The used wireless 802.15.4 radio 
module XBee has an embedded function to connect to the nearest coordinator by 
measuring the strength field. To increase the reliability of the coordinator it has 
the possibilities to lock and unlock the network to control if an end device is 
allowed to join the network. To control the lock and unlock of the network is 
performed through the host computer. A suggestion is to receive an unlock 
command with a following implemented self locking after joining to the network. 
In knowledge to the functionality of the XBee module it is supposed that end 
device is joining the nearest network, consider to the strength of the field.    
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3.2 Choice of components 

3.2.1 Overview 

Before a decision can be taken for how a developed system should look like with 
thorough components a slight research on component has to be done since there 
are different components in the market with similar characters. In this case 
specific components are required for development of the system. Main 
component in the system is microcontroller (MC) which has been discussed 
earlier. Other components that are included is interface circuit for serial 
communication between hosts to MC and further on to RF-module, JTAG pins 
for programming the MC, DC-connector for input voltage, input connector for 
water meter, a reset button, two regulators and surrounding resistance and 
capacitance. RF-module used in this construction is XBee from Maxstream. 
Concerning the RF-module some discussion around it was done before a decision 
could be taken since many of them exists in the market and most of all a particular 
one that are with experience is Microchip which was supposed to be used at the 
beginning. Because of time constrains and long delivering time for the packet, 
another alternative had to be introduced which led to Maxstream module with 
similar functionality. 

3.2.2 Microcontroller  

The delivered RF-modules from the manufacture require a configuration to work 
as considered. For the laboratory work it is sufficient to use an evaluation board to 
configure the modules to create a well functioning wireless network. One of the 
constraints in this project is to implement an easy to use application for the 
customer. To achieve this, a microcontroller is required in the system for first time 
configuration. The basic functions for controlling the system is hardware UART, 
interrupt handling and basic calculations. An important function is the quantity of 
hardware UART’s. This project needs at least two UART ports to communicate 
with two or a number of devices. A common and suitable choice of processor is 
Atmega162 which has two UART ports. One of the two UART ports is used for 
communication, either between the microcontroller and the RF-module or 
between the microcontroller and external serial port. The external port is 
connected to an interface circuit which is transforming the signal level to a 
standard level for serial ports in computers. The advantage of using a hardware 
UART port is that, the handling of the UART protocol is embedded in the 
microcontroller, which only need one time configuration by setting baud rate, 
parity bits, and stop bits. Transmission through the UART is done by writing to a 
register which automatically handles the UART protocol. At the beginning of the 
project the processor AVR Atmega168 with only one UART was used. To 
communicate with the RF-module it is enough with one UART, but since 
simultaneous communication to external device is necessary a realization at early 
stage occurred, that two UART ports had a significant role.  
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The most common processors with embedded hardware have functions which are 
obvious such as external interrupts, timers, A/D converters. The main task in this 
project is to detect pulses from a water fluid sensor which requires some interrupt 
mechanism to capture the occasion when detecting an incoming pulse. From the 
beginning the idea was to use an earlier experienced processor, PIC-series from 
Microchip which has been used in other projects and laboratory experiments at 
the University. The investigation of choosing processor concluded with finding a 
C-compiler with no limit or high cost led to ATMEL processor. For the project it 
was sufficient to use a simple 8 bits microcontroller with embedded hardware. 
The conclusion to use a microcontroller from ATMEL was depended on the 
compiler AVR studio. The AVR studio is free to use and have no limits in 
differences to Microchips compiler. Table 3 shows the difference between the two 
microcontrollers that has been utilized during the project. Figure 10 is the 
programmer for the microcontroller. 

 

Device SRAM SPI/JTAG USART Max I/O Pins

ATmega162 1024 Yes/Yes 2 35 

ATmega168 1024 Yes/No 1 23 

Table 3: Comparison between two processors with a decisive importance of the number of 
UART’s 

 

 
Figure 10: AVR mkII in circuit programmer and debugger. 
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3.2.3 RF-Module 

When the RF-modules leave the manufacturer it needs to be setup by the user for 
it to work as considered. For laboratory work it’s possible to use an evaluation 
board to setup the RF-modules to create a working PAN network. One of the 
constraints for the project is to construct an easy to use application for the 
customer. The basic functions for controlling the system is through hardware 
UART, interrupt handling and basic calculations. An important function is the 
quantity of hardware UART’s 
The 802.15.4 RF-module XBee® is handling the protocol itself and the developer 
do not need to have knowledge for the protocol in detail to use it for an 
application to create a wireless network. The manufacturer attaches instructions 
for handling the setup of the RF-modules. In this RF-module commands can be 
sent in two different ways which are AT command and API-frame. AT command 
is an easy step to step method to send instruction to the RF-module while the 
system is in a command mode. To use API frames as method for handling the 
RF-module has it benefits at times. One of the benefits is that several instructions 
can be sent at the same time which gives it possibilities to send and receive data 
instructions and all commands simultaneously, without changing the RF-module 
command mode. The decision to use AT command as a method to handle the 
RF-module depends on the possibilities to use only a few instructions to build a 
high-quality working wireless network. The RF-modules are from the beginning 
manufactured set to connect with other RF-modules in a unicast mode without 
using a coordinator. To implement a wireless network with a coordinator and 
surrounding devices a PC-software is needed to setup every RF-module to their 
specific identity such as network address and other details to get the modules to 
communicate and work together in a network. Another constrain for the project is 
to setup the RF-modules and build a network without involvement of PC. It is 
possible to control and setup the RF-module automatically, but the instructions 
need to come from a host. Therefore the RF-module itself needs some control 
system to control it, which in this case is the microcontroller. Figure 11 shows the 
RF-module.  
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Figure 11: XBee RF-module 

 
To be able to communicate with the PC as the host a need for implementation of 
serial port is compulsory. Such component is implemented on the sensor board. 
Other connections are possible such as USB, direct Local Area Network (LAN) or 
Wireless Area Network (WAN) with embedded serial communication. The 
alternative for LAN and WLAN module is shown in figure 12. 
 
 

 

                                  
Figure 12: Alternative modules [11]  
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3.2.4 Power consumption 

In use of battery based power supply, the power consumption has to be low as 
much as possible to avoid large efforts and increased costs for the customer. An 
advantage is the mobility of the devices. In case of the function as a sensor, the 
system only needs to be active during the measuring and communication handling. 
The RF-module and microcontroller has the possibilities to fall into sleep mode. 
The level of activity during sleep modes can be specified in the registers. The huge 
differences in level of sleep modes goes from deep sleep, power down, hibernate 
or to a more active mode doze. The deeper the sleep mode is the longer allotted 
wake up time it gets. 
 
The RF-module XBee has three sleep modes. The most power saved mode is 
hibernate with a power consumption of 10µA and a wake up time of 13µs. A 
more active mode is to let the RF-module to doze, with a power consumption of 
50µA and a wake up time of 2ms. This two sleep modes requires a wake up signal 
on a specified pin in the RF-module. The RF-module has also a cyclic sleep 
function with a predefined sleep and awaking period. This is useful in case of 
listening to received data from the network. In this case it is beneficial for water 
measuring sensors, where the expected detecting pulse from the water measure 
equipment can be as rare as one pulse per week. But the requirement for the 
system includes a transmission of still alive messages at least one time per day for 
support. The time constraints is low when measuring water consumption so the 
best choices should be to use the most power saved sleep mode such as hibernate 
[10]. 
 
ATMega162 with an active power consumption of 5mA when using 3V has a 
several sleep modes similar to the RF-module XBee. The power consumption is 
dependent of the clock speed and the supply voltage, see figure 13. The three 
useful sleep modes in ATMega162 is idle, power save and power down. In the idle 
mode the clock source in the processor and the hardware are prepared to work 
together for received signals. The power consumption in idle mode is 2mA with 
the use of 3V, see figure 14 for alternatives. In power down mode the CPU clock 
is suspended and also all hardware apart from a few special external interrupt pins. 
The power consumption for power down mode is less than 1µA with a utilization 
of 3V as power supply and disabled watchdog timer, see figure 15. The wake up 
time is increased in case of power down and idle mode are activated, but decreases 
the power consumption. The power save mode has properties that lie between 
power down and idle with the advantage of working hardware during the time 
CPU clock is suspended. In this case a use of water measuring with low time 
constraints allows the wake up time to be slow. The microcontroller is the first 
device that detects a received pulse which in turn can wake up the processor to 
implement interrupt routine. To minimize the power consumption, the main 
focus should be applied on the RF-module because of the large energy 
consumption during wireless communication [14]. 
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Figure 13: Active Supply Current vs. Vcc( Internal RC Oscillator, 8MHz) [14] 

 

 
  

Figure 14: Idle Supply Current vs. Vcc( Internal RC Oscillator, 8MHz) [14] 
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Figure 15: Power-down Supply Current vs. Vcc( Watchdog Timer Disabled) [14] 

3.2.5 Power supply 

There has been some discussion about how to supply the system and some 
alternatives are proposed. The main alternative is to supply the system with one 
input voltage source which is about 30V. This voltage will then be regulated to 
3.3V and 25V respectively by two regulators, type LM317T. The problem with 
this solution is that the regulator for 3.3V becomes overheated when operating, 
even if attached to heat sink and the reason why this situation occur depends on 
the power development over the regulator because of the huge voltage differences 
between input and output. To solve the upstanding problem another regulator 
should be introduced in this case a DC to DC-converter. Some detail information 
about it functionality follows: 

DC to DC-converter is a circuit which converts a source of direct current (DC) 
from one voltage level to another.      These DC to DC-converters convert one 
DC voltage to another by storing energy into a magnetic component (an inductor 
or a transformer) for a period of time (usually in the range 30 kHz to 5 MHz ). By 
adjusting the PWM Duty Cycle (the ratio of on/off time), the amount of power 
transferred can be controlled. Usually this is done to control the output voltage, 
though it could be done to control the input current, the output current or 
maintaining a constant power [4]. Introducing DC to DC-converter in the system 
is costly, but provides the best solution. This alternative will not be implemented 
in the project, since it is the company that decides the financial part.  
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The other solution which will be implemented in the project is to provide the 
system with two input source one for the involving components and the other one 
for the water meter. This prevents the overheating on the regulator since it is 
supplied with only 10V which regulates down to 3.3V. The water meter included 
in the system will be supplied with 25V and its output pulse scaled down to 3.3V 
through the resistance net. Power consumption is not an issue for this system 
since is not driving with battery.  

Since the project is based on wireless sensor network it is desirable if no cables are 
included for instances powering the sensor board. The main issue with 
implementing battery is the level of power consumption of the XBee module 
while sending data. The value is about 50 mA and depending on which battery 
type is being used and the amount of ampere hour that can be delivered decides 
the life time. Concerning this fact an assumption for how long 9V battery with a 
value of 2000 mAH can last while supplying a sensor board with a power 
consumption of 50 mA. A calculation for the assumption is shown in table 4 
depending on if the RF-module is sending all the time or sleeps after every pulse 
interval.  
 

currentDevice
hourcurrentofAmounthoursintimeLife =  

 
 
 
 Sending constant Sleeps after every pulse 
Battery type 9 V 9 V 
Amount of current hour 2000 mAH 2000 mAH 
Device current 50 mA 50 mA 
Number of pulse  1 pulse/H 
Life time in hours 40  24*40 =960 
 

Table 4: consumption with battery supply 

Table 4 reveals the differences in available modes that can be achieved from the 
sensor board. In sleep mode after every pulse the amount of life time in hours has 
to be multiplied by 24 since current is only consumed when a pulse is sent every 
hour. Consumption current during sleep mode is negligible given that is less than 
10 µA.    
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3.2.6 Interface circuits 

The interface circuit main purpose is to transform signal levels to suitable signals 
adaptable for PC signals since it behaves as a host for the sensor board. The 
interface circuit which is suggested for implementation is Max3232 with an input 
voltage level from 3 V. The circuit is pin compatible with an RS232 standard 
interface for serial communication. The voltage level of RS232 corresponds to 
logical one and logical zero levels. Acceptable signal levels are ± 3 to 15 V. The 
driver and receiver of RS232 should be able to endure indefinite short circuit to 
ground or voltage levels up to 25 V. 

±

±

3.2.7  Evaluation boards 

The RF-module implemented on the sensor board is called XBee constructed by 
the company Maxstream and before the decision was taken concerning to which 
RF-module will be utilized on the sensor board a comparison with another RF-
module was done. This RF-module is from Microchip and the performance is 
similar to the XBee RF-module. 
 

 
Figure 16: PICDEM Z development kit [12] 

 
 

 
 

Figure 17: Maxstream development kit 
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Figure 13 and 14 above reveals the differences between the development kits and 
some detail description follows. Microchip development kit is good for evaluating 
such project performed on this thesis, same applies to Maxstream development 
kit. The huge differentiation between them is the microcontroller mounted on the 
Microchip board compare to Maxstream where such does not exist. The 
microcontroller on Microchip evaluation kit can be modified as desired and data 
can then be transferred through the RF-module. To achieve this behaviour on 
Maxstream development kit an implementation of microcontroller is necessary. 
Below feature and content are list for comparison of the development kits. 
 
Key features of the PICDEM Z Demonstration kit include: 

• ZigBee software stack supporting RFD (Reduced Function Device), FFD 
(Full Function Device) and Coordinator  

• PIC18LF4620 MCU featuring nanoWatt Technology, 64 KB Flash 
memory and robust integrated peripherals  

• Microchip MRF24J40 RF transceiver and antenna interface via daughter 
card for flexibility  

• ZENA™ wireless network analyzer tool including software protocol stack 
configuration (DM183023) 

• ICSP™ and MPLAB ICD 2 interface connector  

• RS-232 interface  

• 9V DC to 3.3V DC regulator  

• Temperature sensor (Microchip TC77), LEDs and button switches to 
support demonstration 

Package Contents 

• Two PICDEM Z demonstration boards each with an RF transceiver 
daughter card 

• ZigBee protocol stack source code (on CD ROM) 

• PICDEM Z User's Guide (on CD ROM) 

Package Contents for XBee starter kit 

• (2) XBee 802.15.4 w/ Wire Antenna  

• (1) RS-232 Development Board  

• (1) USB Development Board  

• (1) RS-232 Serial Cable  

• (1) USB Cable  
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• (1) Power Adapter  

• (1) 9V Battery Clip  

• (3) Adapters 
Overall Microchip kit is better than Maxstream but costly and quite a long delivery 
time. On the other hand Maxstream product provided the same functionalities 
and the delivery time was much shorter compare to Microchip. Those aspects are 
the main reason why a decision was taken to develop the sensor board with 
Maxstream RF-module combine with a microcontroller and surrounding 
components. The access of compiler for Maxstream product is unlimited, but 
limitation for Microchip compiler exists.       
 

3.3 Hardware design 

3.3.1 CAD investigation 

A lot of hardware designing tools exists in the market and most of the time they 
are adjusted to different environment depending on which area the development 
tool will be used. In this case the development tool has to be adjusted for 
electronics development. Since a certain development tool is familiar it wasn’t 
difficult to decide which tool shall be used for developing the system. The 
alternative tools that could be utilized in the project are Eagle, Multisim or 
CIRCAD’98. Because of time limited a decision was taken to use the tool that is 
familiar in this case CIRCAD’98.  Some problems exist though which is the 
content of components in the designing tool library. With the lack components in 
the designing tool it became compulsory to build own components. These are 
then implemented in the designing tool library.    
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3.3.2 Placement of components 

Component placement on PCB can be difficult sometimes specially if the size of 
the board is limited. A suggested idea of how the component placement should be 
implemented is shown in figure 18 with block diagram.  Description of the 
illustrated block diagram follows. There are four input levels except for the serial 
port which can also behave as an output. The next level which handles the 
communication between in and output are explained in detail at earlier state. This 
is suggested design if DC to DC-converter is utilized in the application. 

 

Figure 18: Design with DC to DC-converter 
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The actual design is constructed according to this block diagram figure 19. With a 
closer look it can be seen that the block above differentiate from the one beneath. 
The huge distinguish between them is the implementation of second source. This 
is compulsory because of the lack of DC to DC-converter processing.  The 
drawback with this design is the increased of connection on the sensor board 
which in turn leads to more source cables. Such design is not appreciate by 
customers concerning the point of view for wireless technology. The goal is to use 
less cable as much as possible. In this case is not fulfilled completely. 

 

Figure 19: Design without DC to DC-converter 
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3.4 Software design 

3.4.1 The causes of the choice of UART 

 
The project design contains of distributed physical parts which are cogent 
depends on the equipments placement. In this project it is obvious to use radio 
communication to transfer data to avoid interference in the environment in case 
of buildings with walls and other obstacles and it is considered to be fairly old-
fashioned to use wired communication. The use of an already developed RF- 
module with network possibilities facilitates the development of the data 
transferring. The sensors are only required to send data in one direction to the 
host computer with no constraints to define from which household the 
information belongs to. Initially the applications are in addition for bi-direction 
data transferring for expected configuration of the network and the behaviour of 
the program. 
 
 
The method for transferring data are different depends on the constraints and the 
possibilities to implement a solution for data communication are agreed with the 
commission of the project. To use a standardized protocol with easy 
implementing facilitate the development of the application. An obvious and 
common used protocol such as UART is suitable when transferring one byte at a 
time, which is common in use of readable characters. The protocol UART has 
dependence on the settings for instance a format, which is handling one byte at a 
time. The use of UART emulators to emulate a UART communication are 
purposed to hide the details from other protocol in consideration to the simplicity 
see figure 20. Utilization of XBee’s UART emulator with a transparent behaviour 
is considered to be connected to units that only communicate with the UART 
protocol. The most common manufacturer of components and applicators, which 
are using low level data communication are expected to use the UART protocol as 
serial communication. 
 

          RX           TX            TX          RX

 
Figure 20:  A UART emulator with a transparent behaviour. 
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3.4.2 An investigation of buffer techniques  

To handle the stream of data and configuration of the system a buffer solution 
may be implemented to collect a number of incoming characters. To implement 
an easy solution for a working system it’s sufficient to use only one incoming 
character to control the system. The disadvantage for one byte solution as 
character is the sensitivity of noise when a wrong or too many characters has 
arrived filling up the one byte embedded hardware buffer. In this case during 
listening of the receiving UART the system misses the received system character. 
The configuration character can be difficult to interpret in a stream of data, 
because the data might consist of an unexpected character which sets the system 
into undesired configuration mode. The use of one byte character for system 
configuration has a bad security and limitations for further development. The only 
advantage is a basic and easy implemented configuration of the system from 
outside, see figure 21 for illustration of what has been discussed above. 
 

 
Figure 21: Example of the functionality of a character buffer with one byte. 
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A further development of the code detector is to design a buffer with a number of 
bytes as characters connected as a word. In this case the security and usefulness is 
then increased, depends on if the numbers of bits are larger and a set of codes is 
possible to use. These increase the choices of functions in the system. A drawback 
problem during listening to the received code word may be flawless without any 
noises. The basic problem for a straight buffer, independent of the number of 
bytes is the need for a request to the host before it can listen to the receiving 
codes. A straight buffer has no possibilities to cover a whole word of characters in 
the receiving stream of characters,see figure 22. 
 

Trigger code

Code 1

Code 2

Code 3

###

1edoC

2edoC

3edoC

###Code1
###Code2
###Code3

Straight buffer

 Code table

Trigger code Code table

 
 

Figure 22: Example of the functionality of a straight buffer 

 
 Using a shift register should be the best solution for a buffer intended for 
detecting functions. A software implemented shift register requires extensive 
resources depends on the time consumption during the real copying of byte sized 
characters field wise. If a codeword contains of a number of characters which 
claims a lot of time for shifting, the system assumes to be developed to contain a 
number of characters to detect. It involves a slow and inefficient program for the 
processor to manage. Apparently in this specific task, it should be enough to use a 
real shift register for an ad hoc solution, see figure 23. 

 
Figure 23: Example of the functionality of a shift register 
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An ordinary solution to implement a shift register in software is to prefer pointers 
instead of replacement of characters in the shift register. The advantage is that 
indexing of pointers is faster than a replacement in the buffer. A straight buffer 
can use pointers. The disadvantage of a straight buffer is that it has a limitation 
regarding the length from start to end meaning if the buffer is full and a new word 
tries to enter, consider to the complex of problems for the limitation by writing 
beyond the last element is difficult, see figure 24 that shows an example of a 
pointer. 

 
Figure 24: Example of a functionality of a similar function as a shift register by using pointers. 

 
By implementing a solution where the last element in is joined to the first element 
in for a straight buffer, generates the properties as a circular buffer. A circular 
buffer called a ring buffer has the possibilities to write infinitely to a buffer by 
overwriting the already old consumed data in the buffer. The advantage for 
further development of a ring buffer is preferable than other simple solutions. An 
investigation for further development is based on other application with more 
data intensive applications. In this case by transferring a simple data frame and 
basic configurations for the system and the network, a use of simple buffer is 
sufficient. To add other sensors, communications and control functions probably 
need to implement a more complex and general solutions with the possibilities to 
transfer data in two directions similar to the general functions as the buffer 
solution, figure 25 reveals the principle of a circular buffer.  
 

 
Figure 25: Example for the functionality of a circular buffer 
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3.5 Creating and joining network with XBee 

3.5.1 Broadcast or unicast mode network  

Communication in the network can be implemented in two modes, unicast or 
broadcast. In unicast mode the destination address must be specified before 
communication can occur. Unicast mode supports acknowledgement and 
retransmission of data package. Broadcast mode has possibilities to transmit to all 
devices in the network at the same time.  To implement a wireless network in 
broadcast mode should be a sufficient solution for the project. The disadvantage 
is neither acknowledgement nor retransmission of lost package is available. The 
communication direction in this case is only from the end device to the 
coordinator. A simple structure of the communication for both unicast and 
broadcast mode can be seen in figure 26 and 27. 

 

Figure 26: Broadcast mode by setting the destination address low to 0xFFFF, in use of 16 bit 
network addresses. 
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Figure 27: Unicast mode by setting the destination address low with the same number as the 
source network address, in use of 16 bit network addresses. 

3.5.2 Auto association 

The XBee RF-module has the possibilities to auto associate between devices in 
the network. The embedded utilizable functions in the stack render possible the 
choices of scan and different solutions for auto association. The two main factors 
in association are the channel and PAN identification. The coordinator can be set 
to scan for all PAN identification number in one definite channel, but it also has 
the possibility to perform it in all channels. After the scanning routine the 
coordinator create a randomized PAN identification number in dependence of the 
settings for use of all channels. The advantage for auto association render possible 
to create a simple association between a coordinator and end devices, which 
belongs to the network. The disadvantage can be interferences to other adjacent 
wireless networks that are similar. The XBee RF-modules auto associates 
considered to the field strength between the RF-modules and association to the 
nearest RF-module. A solution to prevent wrong association is to give instruction 
to the coordinator not to allow new associations such as network lock function 
for instance. Consider to the security it is good enough for wireless networks in 
small private buildings to use auto association. 
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3.5.3 Manual Host controlled association 

With an access to a convenient embedded solution as auto association it should be 
enough consider to the simplicity. Despite the simplicity a disadvantage for auto 
association is the lack of control for the supplier. To avoid interference from the 
neighbour’s wireless network, the decision for association can be allotted by a host 
computer for settings of parameters as PAN identification number, channel 
number and source network number. To separate the different networks a 
requirement of a list, for customer profiles which contains of key parameters to 
prevent interference from the neighbour’s network must exist. Imposing a 16 bit 
PAN identification number gives space to a large number of adjacent networks 
without interference. In consideration to the finite range for the wireless networks 
increases the possibilities to use the same parameters for all wireless networks if 
they are far from each other.     
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4 Implementation 

4.1 Hardware implementation 

4.1.1 Signal route 

In this system every component included provides a specific function to merge it 
to a complete system. Different signal ways are required to achieve the desired 
functionality. To achieve the desired functions studies on the component has to 
be done for learning how they can be connected to other devices for 
communication. By doing so an understanding of how the components would 
work together became clear. There are several signal ways in this construction 
which can be seen in the figure 28 below. Next moment was to join them 
together for achieving the desired functional and abilities.  

 

 

Figure 28: Hardware block diagram 
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4.1.2 Resistance net 

The hardware construction is powered with 10V and 25V. The 25V supplies the 
water meter since it is recommended, this 25V has to enter the microcontroller as 
a pulse and given that the maximum voltage level for it is 5V a need for down 
regulation has to be introduced. The voltage supply for the microcontroller is 
around 3.3V and that concerns the output from the resistance net too, see figure 
29. The reason for this has to do with the RF-module, since the maximum voltage 
range is 3,4V.  The voltage value which enters the microcontroller from the 
resistance net has to be distinct, either 3.3V or 0V this interprets if a pulse is 
received or not. To insure that a distinct value is sent through the microcontroller 
a transistor is introduced to act as a switch in this case opened or closed.   

 

 

Figure 29: Resistant net 
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4.1.3 Complete schematic 

The entire schematic layout for both end device and coordinator is constructed 
according to figure 30. To achieve the desired function it is important to be 
observant with the placement of the connection signals. The second regulator 
marked in a square is not necessary if two input supply voltage is implemented, 
but compulsory if DC to DC-converter is introduced with an input voltage higher 
than 25 V.  The names of involved component are revealed in PCB design, see 
next page figure 31.   

 

 
Figure 30: Schematic design for sensor board 
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4.1.4 PCB 

This is the outcome of PCB design for end device and coordinator. The board is 
double sided and actual circuit is covered in ground plan which can’t be seen here. 
The ground plan is implemented to avoid eventual distortion from interfering 
radio signals. Decoupling capacitor is applied to all switching component to 
reduce fail tolerance.   

 
 

Figure 31: PCB design for sensor board 
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4.1.5 Hardware testing 

After the design of the sensor board test verification was introduced to confirm it 
functionality. Several tests were performed to insure the results which were 
attained. The tests carried out on the sensor board was voltage levels, current 
levels while transmitting and receiving, programming of microcontroller and input 
emulated pulse for water meter. As mention earlier the voltage level on the sensor 
board is 3.3 V given that the RF-modules maximum voltage level is 3.4 V. This 
voltage level is achieved by adjusting the potentiometer combined with the 
regulator see figure 28. Programmer pins for the microcontroller mounted on the 
sensor board was tested to verify the pin connections. To validate the current 
level consumed by the sensor board it was connected to a power supply which 
displays the amount of current while the RF module is transmitting. The current 
consumption level was at acceptable range this indicates that the requirement for 
the developed product is achieved. The current consumption at sleep mode for 
the RF-module is less than 10 µA according to the instruction manual [10]. Table 
for obtain test results can be seen at the result section. 
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4.2 Software implementation 
The first time setup sequence decides which program part from now on running 
finite to a specific program part in eternity. The program parts contains of a loop 
which is using state variables to keep the specific program. Depending on the set 
program it has different functions, partly different for the sensors such as water 
fluid, electricity or other applications. The two mainly parts which are strictly 
different in this project is the coordinator and the end device.  In consideration to 
the Zigbee protocol the router and end device in this project assumes to be similar 
because a router is an end device sensor node with routing properties. The end 
device or router has the same ability to send information to internet through the 
wireless network encapsulated as a frame. In this case the measurement is to 
detect a pulse implemented as an external interrupt routine, so no special value 
needs to be added to the frame. Transmitting the frame by itself interprets as a 
measured value by the host computer outside the network. In this project the 
water fluid sensor transmit a pulse for every units of litre of water, which is 
predefined by the manufacture. The program part which is handling the water 
fluid measure is in an eternal empty program loop using the interrupt mechanism 
to detect the pulse and sends the frame to a host computer. The program for the 
coordinator is working nearly the same, it also includes an eternal program loop 
which uses an interrupt for receiving data from the end devices through the 
wireless network to send further to the server connected to internet. During the 
time where no message is received from the server connected to the coordinator, 
an interval for checking the UART port connected the server as a listener for 
incoming data stream is activated. Why a listening function on the data stream 
from the server depends on the need for system setup created by the system code 
which is received from the host computer. The listening function has a significant 
role to move the decision taken outside the system to avoid efforts from the 
customer. The information to decide the sort of application and part in the 
wireless network sent from the host computer with consideration to the customer 
profile. The control of the quantity of units and their functions are handled by the 
host computer with the following possibilities to connect more units in the future. 
One of the two possibilities ways to implement a working wireless network 
without any effort from the customer is to send the fundamental information as 
PAN identification number, address number and status as coordinator or 
router/end-device. The host computer receives a request from the server 
connected unit and the host computer replies by sending back a package of system 
codes to the server connected unit, which contains the fundamental information. 
Afterward the system turns into the decided function. A more comfortable 
solution considered to the used RF-module is to take advantage of the embedded 
handling function for wireless protocol, which has the possibility and property as a 
coordinator. This leads to automatically creation of a wireless network with an 
available PAN id that makes it possible for end devices to automatically connect 
to the nearest network according to the rolls of signal strength. The advantage to 
control the settings in detail is that all units in the wireless network are predefined 
to which network  they belongs to, but it requires a creator to setup the wireless 
network from the host computer. The creator of the wireless network settings 
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should have the benefit to be able to implement automatic behaviour into the 
software with consideration to the customer profile from the host computer.  
For the first time when the power supply connects to the processor it starts to call 
a setup function in the program which configures the registers that belongs to 
I/O ports and embedded hardware. Afterward the function call sends a request to 
the server with a requirement for an answer. Depending on the answer received 
from the detected system code, the program in the microcontroller sets into a 
state that is correct for the connected unit. The configuration phase for selecting 
the type of unit is done in two ways. Initially the system imposes a configuration 
for the RF-module with AT-command. The AT command for the RF-module is 
predefined to a great deal with integration of the changeable settings related to the 
PAN identity, network address and the status as coordinator or router/ end 
device. After the settings of the RF-modules are done, a terminating of the system 
mode goes further to enter the program state according to the selected unit. In the 
program state which is a construction of an eternity loop performing predefined 
tasks. The implemented eternity program loop in the project is not actually in a 
real eternity, but seems to be by checking state variables for the recurrence of the 
program loop with no causes to changes. The selected program parts are included 
as recurrence reading through the UART port with possibility to change or reset 
the system. Consider to the time constraints and a complexity of the program in 
this case, allows recurrence functions call. Figure 32 and 33 describes the 
principles for the system setup functions.   
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Figure 32: The main programs with included function call for the control program with a buffer 
handler and configuration routines. 
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Configuration and data behaviour for the system applicated on a water fluid measure
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Figure 33: The procedure for the configuration of the system. 
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4.2.1 Program parts 

The C-program is divided into separate C-files considered to the complexity and 
further development. The program structure has a purpose to use the individual 
parts mainly for this project, but can be utilized for other conceivable applications 
too. 
 

• main.c 
• avr_setup.c 
• communication.c 
• data_frame.c 
• interrupt.c 
• system_control.c 
• ringbuffer.c 
• timeservice.c 

 
The file main.c contains of the main function, which the program enters into and 
stays in an eternity loop that contains of all the program loops for the system. 
When the system is powered for the first time a function in the avr_setup.c 
performs a configuration for the used registers in the processor. The file 
communication.c contains of functions for sending one byte or whole strings through 
the UART. The file data_frame.c consists of string fields with information specific 
for the elected system. The string field builds a frame used for sending data to the 
server through the network. In the interrupt.c all interrupt routines are collected and 
consist only of function calls from other functions placed in other c-files depends 
on the application. To have an ability to detect codes arriving from the server the 
file system_control.c handles the decision taking and goes to a state depends on the 
character of the arriving code. The file system_control.c uses ringbuffer.c to implement 
a circular buffer with an embedded control function. It is beneficial to use a buffer 
to accumulate characters during detection. The file ringbuffer.c is mainly used for 
writing, controlling and reading, but in some cases used as a counter for free space 
in the buffer, usable in waiting for expected receiving characters. Some functions 
in the program use timers. Avoiding occupying the hardware timer from using 
parallel time measuring a large number of variables are updated during interrupt 
calls. The file timeservice.c handles the scheduling for the timer variables and resets. 
The application for the timer handling is very suitable and the quantity of timer 
variables is almost infinitive.  
 

4.2.2 Control and detecting techniques 

A configuration of the system requires the possibilities to receive instructions 
from outside to affect the behaviour of the system. To use the already 
implemented data path in sort of UART influence the decision to use received 
instructions as a control for the system is acceptable. The incoming instructions 
are casual and are incoming as characters one byte at a time.  
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The compositions of instructions consist of a number of characters as one 
instruction. It is possible to use only one character as instruction, but due to the 
security and the flexibility of the system a code word is preferable. To detect a 
complete code word requires a buffer to collect a number of characters. A delay of 
time occurs during the detecting in a waiting state for a receiving code word. The 
buffer is constructed as a field of characters with the first element connected to 
the last field, called a ring buffer, see figure 34 and 35. 
 
 

 
Figure 34: A circular buffer for each of UART implemented as a two dimensional array. 

 
 

 
Figure 35: A circular buffer for each of the UART implemented as two dimensional arrays with 
unlimited number of buffers. Concerned for general usage in the future. 

 
The ring buffer consists of three pointers with different tasks. The writing pointer 
place an incoming character on a receiving interrupt to the ring buffer and 
increment one step in the buffer place consider to the last element in the ring 
buffer. A control pointer is comparing a group of characters in the buffer to a 
number of code tables to detect incoming code words. The control pointer 
resembles a window. The control window moving forward during the detecting in 
the ring buffer overlaps with a space for the expected number of characters to be 
detected. A buffer has the possibility to use a faster speed of writing than control 
and reading. A control window following the write pointer with it own time 
consider to the number of comparing codes in a table can be seen in figure 36.  
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Control window

Control window

 
Figure 36: A circular buffer with only control function. 

 
To speed up the detecting time a code word implemented as three with similar 
characters triggering the system to move into a command state. The advantage is a 
detection of one code word during listening of data stream. In some cases it 
requires a reading from the buffer. The detecting function is then replaced with a 
reading function, which copies to a temporary field of characters for further usage. 
The ring buffer has different choices depends on the expected function. The 
buffer mechanism has possibilities to write, read, control, and count places from 
the last detected character to the write pointer. In some application it is an 
advantage to let the stream of data move through the buffer and further to a 
destination during detection. To let the read pointer follow the control pointer 
apparently as a control window and transmit further the detected characters 
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increases the security level for data lost. To avoid a situation where write pointer is 
going past the control and reading pointer an implementation of a control 
mechanism is impose to prevent failure. A use of a large number of elements in 
the ring buffer prevents the risk of past going, see figure 37 for understanding.  
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Figure 37: Circular buffer with control and read functions 
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4.3 Creating and joining network 

4.3.1 Broadcast network 

To set the RF-module XBee to broadcast mode the coordinator utilizes the lower 
32 bits address of the total 64 bits destination address, set to 0xFFFF to be in 
broadcast mode.  The destination address low for all end devices is set to 0. To 
implement an easy wireless network a use of 16 bits network address is enough. 
The 16 bits network address for the coordinator is set to 0 and the network 
address for the end devices is set to 1, 2 and so on. An illustration of such 
behaviour can be seen in figure 38.   

 
Figure 38: Broadcast mode by setting the destination address low to 0xFFFF 
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4.3.2 Auto association 

The AT command for the XBee RF-module as a coordinator to auto associate is 
ATA2 with three bits added to the command. By sending an AT command 
ATA27 to the RF-module, the last number in the command means the 
hexadecimal number of three bits. Figure 39 describes setting of auto association 
in all channels. 

 

Figure 39: Auto association coordinator [10] 

The AT command for the XBee RF-module as an end device to auto associate is 
ATA1 with three bits added to the command. By sending an AT command 
ATA17 to the RF-module, the last number in the command means the 
hexadecimal number of three bits. See figure 40 for description of auto association 
in all channels. 

 
Figure 40: Auto association end device [10] 
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To configure the RF-modules to achieve the expected function, a control 
instruction received from a host computer handles the task. In case of auto 
association no parameters needs to be added to the instruction. The AT command 
for auto association is fixed. The control instructions create an indirect 
configuration through the host computer, which is detected by the 
microcontroller and afterward sends a specified AT command to the RF-module. 
In this project a water fluid measure program is implemented for such reason that 
the name water_auto is used. The instruction for the water fluid measure contains 
information for the behaviour of an end device. Instructions from the host 
computer for auto association are named coord_auto. The first three characters 
are trigger code for speeding up the detecting time.   

• ###COORDAUTO 

• ###WATERAUTO 

Here comes an example and description of AT commands for configuration of a 
coordinator where the creation of a PAN identification number and 16 bits source 
network address is present for the RF-module. A frame which only consists of a 
codeword is transmitting from the host computer to the microcontroller as: 

###COORDAUTO  

Further inherent to the AT commands for the configuration of the RF-module:  

+++  Enter into command mode 

ATDH0  Modify destination address high 

ATDLFFFF Modify destination address low 0xffff as broadcast 
mode 

ATCE1  Modify as a coordinator by writing ‘1’ 

ATA27 Scan end determine a free PAN id and channel and 
allow end devices to associate. 

ATWR  Write to non-volatile memory  

ATCN  Exit command mode 
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Similar description mentioned above replies to configuration of an end device.    
A frame which only consists of a codeword is transmitting from the host 
computer to the microcontroller as: 

###WATERAUTO  

Further inherent AT commands for the configuration of an RF-module is:  

+++  Enter into command mode 

ATDH0  Modify destination address high 

ATDL0  Modify destination address low 0x00 as broadcast mode 

ATCE0  Modify as a end device by writing ‘0’ 

ATA17 Scan and associate to optional PAN id and channel and 
attempts association until success   

ATWR  Write to non-volatile memory  

ATCN  Exit command mode 

 

4.3.3 Manual Host controlled association 

To configure the RF-modules for certain expected function, a control instruction 
is sent from a host computer to perform the procedure. In case of manual 
association a number of parameters need to be added to the instruction. The AT 
command for a manual configuration is almost similar to the automatic settings 
apart from  the specific parameters as PAN identification number and source 
network address that are given by the user. The control instructions are making an 
indirect configuring through the host computer, detected by the microcontroller 
and afterward a specified AT command is sent to the RF-module. In this project a 
water fluid measure program is implemented for such reason that the name 
water_manual is used.  The instruction for the water fluid measure contains 
information for the behaviour of an end device. Instructions from the host 
computer for auto association are named coord_manual. The three first similar 
characters are trigger code to speed up the detecting time. The parameters are 
added to the system code, which is handled by the microcontroller. The first four 
x is the numbers for PAN identification for the network and the last four x is the 
16 bits source network numbers. 

• ###COORDMANUALxxxxxxxx 

• ###WATERMANUALxxxxxxxx 
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An example and description of AT commands for configuring a coordinator with 
a PAN identification numbers 2233 and source network number as 0, which is 
always the same for coordinators. A frame which consists of the PAN 
identification numbers and 16 bits source network numbers transmitted from the 
host computer to the microcontroller shows as: 

###COORDMANUAL22330000  

Further inherent AT commands for the configuration of an RF-module is:  

+++  Enter into command mode 

ATID2233  Modify PAN identification number of 2233 

ATMY0000  Modify 16 bit source network address to 0 

ATDH0  Modify destination address high 

ATDLFFFF  Modify destination address low 0xffff as broadcast 
mode 

ATCE1  Modify as a coordinator by writing ‘1’ 

ATWR  Write to non-volatile memory  

ATCN  Exit command mode 
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Implementation 

An example and description for AT commands to configure an end device with a 
PAN identification numbers 2233 and source network number as 1. A frame 
which consists of the PAN identification number and 16 bits source network 
numbers is transmitted from the host computer to the microcontroller show as: 

###WATERMANUAL22330001 

Further inherent AT commands for the configuration of an RF-module is:  

+++  Enter into command mode 

ATID2233  Modify PAN identification number of 2233 

ATMY0001  Modify 16 bit source network address to 1 

ATDH0  Modify destination address high 

ATDL0  Modify destination address low 0x00 as broadcast mode 

ATCE0  Modify as a end device by writing ‘0’ 

ATWR  Write to non-volatile memory  

ATCN  Exit command mode 

4.3.4 Manual for the customer 

A sensor such as water fluid measure or other sensors have an enclosed unit as a 
sensor board that facilitates the connection to a wireless network. The connection 
between the sensor board and the sensor should be special adjusted to avoid 
misconnection. Instruction for the customer about how to connect the system for 
those three sensors water fluid, electric consumption and energy follows: 

1. Connect the device enclosed to the water fluid measurer to the server with 
the serial cable until the green light is switched on. Remove the device and 
further connect it to the water fluid measurer. The same procedure is done 
for configuration of electricity measure and temperature measure. 

2. Connect the coordinator device to the serial cable and be remained. 
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5 Results 
The aim to perform a true experiment with a water fluid measure has been 
substituted with a function generator connected to the external interrupt pin on 
the microcontroller. A voltage level of 3.3V is delivered from a function generator. 
Since the possibility to deliver 24V by the function generator is not available, the 
voltage level of 3.3V connects directly to the interrupt pin, instead of conducting 
through the input hardware intended for voltage division. To construct an 
experimental platform a water pump is required to create a fluid to drive the water 
fluid sensor. The purpose to design an application with two voltage levels with a 
single power source was limited by inappropriate voltage regulator intended to 
deliver an output supply of 3.3V and 24V. The utilized host system is 
HyperTerminal, to visualize the results. The configuration of the system and the 
communication is working as assumed. 
 

5.1 Test methods and results 

5.1.1 System test 

To visualize the function of the system for a customer without connection of the 
sensors has been performed as follows: With an existing absence of a water fluid 
measure, an artificial measuring method has been introduced by connecting a 
pulse generator directly into the low voltage level, the 3.3V input pin. Another 
used method was to generate an artificial transmitting of a frame with an interval 
of one second to substitute the detecting of pulses from the water fluid measure 
for visualization. The test follows the instruction manual for the customer, with 
simulation behaviour on the host computer, by using the HyperTerminal and 
manually typing the system commands. All enclosed XBee RF-modules have the 
same predefined channel settings from the beginning, implemented by the 
manufacture. In case of further development of the system, the channel settings 
should be included in manual association and then all the RF-modules can be 
assigned with the same channel.  
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5.1.2 Test for auto association 

The sensor board requires a connection to a PC with a serial cable to perform the 
test for auto association. When the HyperTerminal received the frame 
“$$$REQUEST” followed by typing the code “###WATERAUTO”, the sensor 
board became an end device for sensing of water fluid. The configured unit was 
removed after a few seconds from the PC. Further the next board was connected 
to the serial cable. When the HyperTerminal received the frame “$$$REQUEST”, 
followed by typing the code “###COORDAUTO” remained connected to the 
PC. After a few seconds, the HyperTerminal received the frame “$$$WATER” as 
a proof for a working wireless network for auto association. 

5.1.3 Test for manual association 

An example of PAN identification numbers of 2233 and source network address 
for the coordinator as 0 and the end device as 1. First a connection between the 
sensor board and a PC with a serial cable was established. When the 
HyperTerminal received the frame “$$$REQUEST” followed by typing the code 
“###WATERMANUAL22330001”, it created an end device, to sense the water 
fluid. The sensor board was removed from the PC after a few seconds. Further 
the next board was connected to the serial cable. When the HyperTerminal 
received the frame “$$$REQUEST”, it was followed by typing 
“###COORDMANUAL22330000” remained connected to the PC. After a few 
seconds The HyperTerminal received the frame “$$$WATER” as a proof for a 
working wireless network for manual association. 

5.1.4 Increased tests and test results 

In case of reconfigurations when earlier configurations have been done by auto 
association the channel might have changed. In future an appropriate 
measurement should be to include the channel parameters in manual associations. 
By sending the reset frame “###RESET” from the host computer to the 
microcontroller to perform a fictive software reset by joining the setup program 
part in the microcontroller, which start sending a request to the host computer. 
The fictive software reset of the microcontroller doesn’t affect the settings of the 
RF-module. To perform a reconfiguration of the RF-module, a new configuration 
sequence should be implemented by AT commands when the instructions are 
received from the host computer. 
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5.1.5 Hardware test 

The values in the table present the results obtained from testing the units. 
Different situations are tested with free space and some obstacles mainly walls, 
metal and human body, see table 5 for the results.     

 

Unit Active mode 
free space 

Sleep mode 
free space 

Active mode 
with obstacle

Sleep mode 
with obstacle

current 50- 90 mA 10 mA 50-100mA 10 mA 

voltage 3.2-3.3 V 3.3 V 3.2-3.3 V 3.3 V 

range 1-40 m 1-40 m 1-10 m 1-10m 

Table 5: Hardware test 
 

5.2 Final product 
The result for the PCB board contains of a microcontroller combined with a RF-
module for wireless transmitting and surrounding components for signals and 
power supply. The prototype is covered in a ground plan on top and bottom, see 
figure 41.  The price for this single system is 910 kronor. The list for involved 
component can be seen in appendix 8.1. 

 

 
Figure 41: The outcome result 
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6 Conclusions and discussions 

6.1 Summary 
Finally the goal is achieved and after months of hard work a prototype is 
developed. Due to the circumstances with lack of some hardware components, a 
well working principal function for a wireless network is done through simulations 
to see the behaviour of the system. Since the RF-modules are extremely sensitive 
with a maximum voltage level of 3.4V has result in distortion of some RF-
modules when the voltage level is exceeded. The problem was solved by 
implementing a potentiometer in the hardware design together with the regulator 
instead of a combined resistance, which was the cause at earlier stage. Without 
specification of components and devices that should be involved in the project for 
the development of the system, result in an investigation to find devices that are 
appropriate for the project. A lot of time has been spent on preparation before 
reaching the main topic of the implementation. The limitation of costs perhaps 
reduced the possibilities for substantial test situation. Suppose more RF-modules 
were accessible, more test could have been performed consider to the interference 
to adjacent networks. The present method is to send configuration instructions by 
typing the instructions in the HyperTerminal. The basic idea for behaviour and 
communication between the systems are achieved.    

 

6.2 Further work  
A further work for the thesis is to implement functions for the other sensors as 
electrical or temperature measurement. An important task to solve is further 
evaluation of the voltage supply. An introduction of a single power supply is 
preferable. The software is working as assumed. For future development an object 
oriented implementation is preferable in case of increased complexity. 
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Appendix 

Appendix  

Price list for components 
 

Name Article number Price 

Copper plate 49-575-85 64kr/st 

Capacitor Depends on type 1,5-3kr/st 

Connection pin for RF-module 43-791-45 7,61kr/st 

Connection pin for water meter 48-456-73 9,52kr/st 

D-sub 44-068-15 18,40kr/st 

Power supply connector 42-051-59 13,40kr/st 

Programming pin connector 43-703-59  14,10kr/st 

Potentiometer 64-395-66 8,85kr/st 

Led (red/green) 75-012-57/65 4,67/4,48kr/st 

Max 3232 73-323-23 60,70kr/st 

Microcontroller (ATMega 162) ATMEGA162-16PU 20kr/st 

Resistor Depends on type 3-5kr/st 

Reset bottom 35-246-18 35,50kr/st 

Regulator 73-120-77 8,85kr/st 

Transistor 71-073-86 4,40kr/st 

Water meter 88 154 594 500kr/st 

XBee RF-module XB24-ACI-001 (19 dollars)     123kr/st 

Total price  905,48kr/unit 
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C programming code 

main.c 

 
#include "main.h" 
int main(void) 
{  
   avr_setup(); 
   program=eeprom_read();                        //read EEPROM 
   ringbuffer_setup(); 
   interrupt_setup(); 
   timer_setup(); 
 
  
  for( ;; ) 
  { 
   while(program==coordinator) 
   { 
 
        window_check_uart1(); 
      
   } 
   while(program==water) 
   { 
  
         window_check_uart1(); 
        
    } 
    else 
           ;    
         window_check_uart1(); 
     } 
   while(program==electric) 
   {   
 
            window_check_uart1(); 
 
     } 
   while(program==energy) 
   {    
         
       window_check_uart1(); 
 
   } 
   while(program==setup) //setup 
   {  
        if(read_custom_timer(buffer)) 
        {     
                   UART1_send_string("&&&REQUEST"); 
                    reset_custom_timer(buffer);      
     } 
   else 
        ; 
      window_check_uart1(); 
   } 
 }    
} 
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Main.h 
 
#ifndef MAIN_H 
#define MAIN_H 
 
#include "avr_setup.h" 
#include "ringbuffer.h" 
#include "communication.h" 
#include "interrupt.h" 
#include "system_control.h" 
#include "at_command.h" 
#include "timeservice.h" 
#include "eeprom.h" 
 
#endif 
 
 

At_command.c 
 
#include "at_command.h" 
int module_mode=0; 
char panid_array[10]; 
char adress_array[10]; 
char *panid_peek; 
char *adress_peek; 
static char test[]="????"; 
static char *test_peek; 
unsigned char program; 
int size_array; 
 
 
 
void at_send(char *at_array[]) 
{ 
     module_mode=1; 
 
     reset_custom_timer(buffer); 
      while(!read_custom_timer(buffer)); 
 
  for(size_array=0 ; at_array[size_array]!='\0' ;size_array++)  
                    ; 
    for(int i=0;i<size_array;i++ ) 
    {      
      UART0_send_string(at_array[i]); 
  
       while(window_check_uart0()!=1);   //  2 är svaret då antalet platser i ringbuffern till skrivpekaren 
är för litet   
    } 
    module_mode=0; 
 
    } 
void at_command_setpan_coordinator(void) 
{ 
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   char        
*at_coordinator_setpan[]={"+++","ATDH0\r","ATDLFFFF\r","ATCE1\r",adress_array,panid_array,"
ATWR\r","ATCN\r",'\0'} ;  
 
    at_send(at_coordinator_setpan); 
 
} 
void at_command_setpan_coordinator_auto(void) 
{ 
   char 
*at_coordinator_setpan_auto[]={"+++","ATDH0\r","ATDLFFFF\r","ATCE1\r","ATA27\r","ATWR\r"
,"ATCN\r",'\0'} ; 
    
   at_send(at_coordinator_setpan_auto);  
 
} 
void at_command_setpan_device(void) 
{ 
    char 
*at_device_setpan[]={"+++","ATDH0\r","ATDL0\r","ATCE0\r",adress_array,panid_array,"ATWR\r",
"ATCN\r",'\0'} ;  
 
    at_send(at_device_setpan); 
 
} 
 
void at_command_setpan_device_auto(void) 
{ 
      char 
*at_device_setpan_auto[]={"+++","ATDH0\r","ATDL0\r","ATCE0\r","ATA17\r","ATWR\r","ATCN\
r",'\0'} ; 
    
      at_send(at_device_setpan_auto);  
} 
 
void read_panid_by_server(void) 
{ 
test_peek=&test[0]; 
while(string_check(test_peek,uart1_buf,control_buf)==2); 
 
panid_array[0]='A'; 
panid_array[1]='T'; 
panid_array[2]='I'; 
panid_array[3]='D'; 
panid_array[8]='\r'; 
panid_array[9]='\0';  
panid_peek=&panid_array[4]; 
     
read_peek[uart1_buf]=control_peek[uart1_buf]; 
 
for(int count=4 ; count<8 ; count++) 
{ 
       control_peek[uart1_buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek,uart1_buf); 
       read_peek[uart1_buf]=increment_read_peek(read_peek,uart1_buf); 
       *panid_peek=*read_peek[uart1_buf]; 
       panid_peek++; 
} 
} 
 
void read_panid_by_module(void) 
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{ 
test_peek=&test[0]; 
while(string_check(test_peek,uart1_buf,control_buf)==2); 
 
panid_array[0]='A'; 
panid_array[1]='T'; 
panid_array[2]='I'; 
panid_array[3]='D'; 
panid_array[8]='\r'; 
panid_array[9]='\0'; 
     
panid_peek=&panid_array[4]; 
     
read_peek[uart1_buf]=control_peek[uart1_buf]; 
 
for(int count=4 ; count<8 ; count++) 
{ 
       control_peek[uart1_buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek,uart1_buf); 
        read_peek[uart1_buf]=increment_read_peek(read_peek,uart1_buf); 
        *panid_peek=*read_peek[uart1_buf]; 
         panid_peek++; 
} 
 
} 
 
void read_adress_by_server(void) 
{ 
test_peek=&test[0]; 
while(string_check(test_peek,uart1_buf,control_buf)==2); 
 
adress_array[0]='A'; 
adress_array[1]='T'; 
adress_array[2]='M'; 
adress_array[3]='Y'; 
adress_array[8]='\r'; 
adress_array[9]='\0'; 
     
adress_peek=&adress_array[4]; 
read_peek[uart1_buf]=control_peek[uart1_buf]; 
 
for(int count=4 ; count<8 ; count++) 
{ 
       control_peek[uart1_buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek,uart1_buf); 
       read_peek[uart1_buf]=increment_read_peek(read_peek,uart1_buf); 
      *adress_peek=*read_peek[uart1_buf]; 
       adress_peek++; 
} 
} 
 
void read_adress_by_module(void) 
{ 
test_peek=&test[0]; 
while(string_check(test_peek,uart1_buf,control_buf)==2); 
 
adress_array[0]='A'; 
adress_array[1]='T'; 
adress_array[2]='M'; 
adress_array[3]='Y'; 
adress_array[8]='\r'; 
adress_array[9]='\0'; 
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adress_peek=&adress_array[4]; 
read_peek[uart1_buf]=control_peek[uart1_buf]; 
 
for(int count=4 ; count<8 ; count++) 
{ 
      control_peek[uart1_buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek,uart1_buf); 
      read_peek[uart1_buf]=increment_read_peek(read_peek,uart1_buf); 
      *adress_peek=*read_peek[uart1_buf]; 
       adress_peek++; 
} 
} 

at_command.h 
#ifndef AT_COMMAND_H 
#define AT_COMMAND_H 
 
#include "communication.h" 
#include "string.h" 
#include "stddef.h" 
#include "system_control.h" 
#include "stdbool.h" 
#include "timeservice.h" 
extern void at_command_setpan_coordinator(void); 
extern void at_command_setpan_coordinator_auto(void); 
extern void at_command_setpan_device(void); 
extern void at_command_setpan_device_auto(void); 
 
extern void read_panid_by_server(void); 
extern void read_adress_by_server(void); 
extern void read_panid_by_module(void); 
extern void read_adress_by_module(void); 
 
extern char panid_array[10]; 
extern char *panid_peek; 
extern char adress_array[10]; 
extern char *adress_peek; 
extern unsigned char program; 
 
#define setup 255 
#define coordinator 1 
#define water 2 
#define electric 3 
#define energy 4 
#endif 

Avr_setup.c 
 
#include "avr_setup.h" 

 
void avr_setup(void) 
{ 
   /* set fosc to internal RC oscillator as 8 MHz without prescaler */ 
   CLKPR= (1<<CLKPCE); //0x80; 
   CLKPR=0x00; // Clock division 1 
   /* direction of UART pins */ 
   DDRD=(0<<DDD0) |(1<<DDD1)| (0<<DDD2);     
   DDRB=(0<<DDB2)|(1<<DDB3); 
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   /************************Timer*********************************************/ 
       TCCR3B=((1<<CS30) |(0<<CS31) | (1<<CS32)) ;      //Timer3 on and  1024 prescaler 

 
   /*******************Interrupt and direction settings for INT0 pin************/ 
    
   /*INT0 interrupt enable*/  
   //GICR=(1<<INT0); 
   GICR = (1<<PCIE0); 
   /*PINA as input */ 
   DDRA=(0<<DDD0); 
   /*Pull-Up when PINA as input */                   
   PORTA=(1<<PA0); 
   /* Pull-Up enable */ 
   SFIOR=(0<<PUD); 
   /*Low level on INT0 generates an interrupt request*/  
   PCMSK0 = (1<<PCINT0); 
   //MCUCR=(1<<ISC01) | (1<<ISC00); 
 
 
  /***********Settings for UART0 and UART1************************************/ 
   /*Set baud rate */ 
   UBRR0L =51;    
   /*Enable receiver,transmitter and receiver,transmitter interrupt for UART0 */  
    UCSR0B=(1<<RXCIE0) |(0<<TXCIE0) | (1<<TXEN0) | (1<<RXEN0) ; 
   /*Set frame format: 8data, 2stop bit*/   
   UCSR0C = (1<<URSEL0)|(0<<UMSEL0)| (0<<USBS0)|(1<<UCSZ00)|(1<<UCSZ01); //  
   /*Set baud rate */  
   UBRR1L =51;  
   /*Enable receiver and transmitter and receiver,transmitter interrupt for UART1 */ 
    UCSR1B=(1<<RXCIE1) |(0<<TXCIE1) | (1<<TXEN1) | (1<<RXEN1); 
   /*Set frame format: 8data, 2stop bit*/   
   UCSR1C = (1<<URSEL1)|(0<<UMSEL1)| (0<<USBS1)|(1<<UCSZ10)|(1<<UCSZ11);  // 
 
   /*************Enable global interrupt***************************************/ 
              //sei(); 
 
 
 
} 
 
 
 
 
 

Avr_setup.h 
#ifndef AVR_SETUP_H 
#define AVR_SETUP_H 
#include "avr/io.h" 
#include "eeprom.h" 
 
extern void avr_setup(void); 

 
#endif 
 

Communication.c 
#include "communication.h" 
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void UART0_send(char data) 
{   
     while(!(UCSR0A & (1<<UDRE0)) )    
                 ;    
          UDR0=data;           //UDR0 
  
} 
 
void UART1_send(char data) 
{   
    while(!(UCSR1A & (1<<UDRE1)) )    
                 ;    
         UDR1=data;           //UDR0  
} 
char UART0_receive(void) 
{ 
   return UDR0; 
 
} 
 
void UART1_send_string(char data1[20]) 
{ 
    int data_temp =strlen(data1); 

 
    for(int k=0 ; k<=data_temp; k++)   
    { 
         while(!(UCSR1A & (1<<UDRE1)) )    
                 ;    
         UDR1=data1[k];            
     } 
 } 

 
void UART0_send_string(char data1[20]) 
{ 
    int data_temp =strlen(data1); 

 
    for(int k=0 ; k<=data_temp-1; k++)   
    { 
         while(!(UCSR0A & (1<<UDRE0)) )    
                 ;    
            UDR0=data1[k];            
     } 
} 
 
 

Communication.h 
 
 
 
#ifndef COMMUNICATION_H 
#define COMMUNICATION_H 
 
#include "string.h" 
#include "ringbuffer.h" 
#include "timeservice.h" 
#include "avr/io.h" 
 
extern void UART0_send(char); 
extern void UART1_send(char); 
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extern void UART0_send_string(char*); 
extern void UART1_send_string(char*); 
extern char UART0_receive(void); 
 
#endif 
 

 
 

data_frame.c 
 

#include "data_frame.h" 
 

char *water_frame[]={"$$$","WATERMEASURE",0} ; 
char *electric_frame[]={"$$$","ELECTRICMEASURE",0}; 

 
void frame_send(char *at_array[]) 
{ 
     int size_array; 
     for(size_array=0 ; at_array[size_array]!=0 ;size_array++)  
                    ;    
    for(int i=0;i<size_array;i++) 
    { 
         UART0_send_string(at_array[i]); 
    } 
} 
 
void water_frame_send(void) 
{ 
     frame_send(water_frame); 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Data_frame.h 
 
#ifndef DATA_FRAME_H 
#define DATA_FRAME_H 
#include "communication.h" 
extern void water_frame_send(void); 
 
#endif 
 
 

eeprom.c 
 
#include "eeprom.h" 
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void memory_write(unsigned char eeprom_data) 
{ 
const int eeprom_adress = 0; 
   while(EECR & (1<<EEWE)) 
             ; 

 
   EEAR=eeprom_adress;       // Setup adress 
   EEDR=eeprom_data;         // Setup data registers 
 
   EECR |=(1<<EEMWE);         // write 1 to EEMWE bit 
 
   EECR |=(1<<EEWE);          // Start eeprom write 
 
} 
 
 
unsigned char eeprom_read()   //int eeprom_adress 
{ 
   const int eeprom_adress = 0; 
   while(EECR & (1<<EEWE)); 
 
 
   EEAR=eeprom_adress; 
   EECR |=(1<<EERE); 

 
   return EEDR; 
 
} 
 
 

eeprom.h 
#ifndef EEPROM_H 
#define EEPROM_H 
 
#include "avr/io.h" 
 
extern void memory_write(unsigned char); 
extern unsigned char eeprom_read();   
 
 
#endif 
 

Interrupt.c 
 
 
 
#include "interrupt.h" 
 
SIGNAL(SIG_USART0_RECV) 
{ 
if(program==setup) 
   write_buffer(uart0_buf); 
else if(program==coordinator) 
   UART1_send(UART0_receive()); 
else 
  ; 
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} 
 
SIGNAL(SIG_USART1_RECV) 
{ 
 
    write_buffer(uart1_buf); 
 
} 
 
/*SIGNAL(INT0_vect) 
{ 
 
UART1_send_string("INT0_interrupt ") ; //interrupt from INT0 
//UDR0_response[r]=UDR0; 
//GIFR=(0<<INTF0); 
   
}*/ 
 
SIGNAL(SIG_PIN_CHANGE0) 
{ 
char temp = PINA; 
if((temp && 0x01)==0 ) 
   water_frame_send(); 
} 
 
SIGNAL(TIMER1_COMPB_vect) 
{ 
 
tick_buffer++; 
tick_server++; 
tick_module++;  
 
} 
 
void interrupt_setup(void) 
{ 
 sei(); 
 
} 
 
 
 
 
 

interrupt.h 
 
#ifndef INTERRUPT_H 
#define INTERRUPT_H 
 
#include "avr/io.h" 
#include "avr/interrupt.h" 
#include "ringbuffer.h" 
#include "communication.h" 
#include "data_frame.h" 
#include "timeservice.h" 
#include "at_command.h" 
 
extern void interrupt_setup(void); 
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#endif 
 
 
 
 

ringbuffer.c 
 
#include "ringbuffer.h" 
 
char ringbuffer[buffers][bufsize];    // use a array as big as possible 100 or 1000 elements. 
 
 
char *write_peek[buffers]; 
char *read_peek[buffers]; 
char *control_peek[buffers]; 
char *start_peek[buffers]; 
char *stop_peek[buffers]; 
char *temp_control_peek[buffers]; 
char *temp_read_peek[buffers]; 
 
 
char read_buf_array[4]; 
char *read_buf_peek; 
 
 
 
 
int ringbuffer_element=0; 
int comp_string_element=0; 
int move_index=0; 
int compare_index=0; 
 
void ringbuffer_setup(void) 
{ 
 
   write_peek[uart0_buf]=&ringbuffer[uart0_buf][0]; 
   read_peek[uart0_buf]=&ringbuffer[uart0_buf][0]; 
   control_peek[uart0_buf]=&ringbuffer[uart0_buf][0]; 
   start_peek[uart0_buf]=&ringbuffer[uart0_buf][0]; 
   stop_peek[uart0_buf]=&ringbuffer[uart0_buf][49];    // adress to the last field in buffer 
 
   write_peek[uart1_buf]=&ringbuffer[uart1_buf][0]; 
   read_peek[uart1_buf]=&ringbuffer[uart1_buf][0]; 
   control_peek[uart1_buf]=&ringbuffer[uart1_buf][0]; 
   start_peek[uart1_buf]=&ringbuffer[uart1_buf][0]; 
   stop_peek[uart1_buf]=&ringbuffer[uart1_buf][49]; 
 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
char* increment_read_peek(char *peek[], int buf ) 
{ 
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if(peek[buf]==stop_peek[buf]) 
   peek[buf]=start_peek[buf]; 
//else if (peek==write_peek) 
   //; 
else 
   peek[buf]++; 
 
   return peek[buf]; 
} 
 
char* increment_control_peek(char *peek[], int buf) 
{ 
 
if(peek[buf]==stop_peek[buf]) 
   peek[buf]=start_peek[buf]; 
 
//else if(peek[buf]==write_peek[buf]) 
   //peek[buf]=peek[buf]; 
else 
   peek[buf]++; 
 
   return peek[buf]; 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
char* increment_write_peek(char *peek[] ,int buf) 
{ 
 
if(peek[buf]==stop_peek[buf]) 
   peek[buf]=start_peek[buf]; 
else 
   peek[buf]++; 
 
return peek[buf]; 
 
/************************************************* 
// code for overflow alarm skip this in this moment 
 
//else if(peek==read_peek) 
 
***************************************************/ 
    
} 
 
void write_buffer(int buf_writer) 
{ 
    reset_custom_timer(buffer); 
 reset_custom_timer(module); 
 
    write_peek[buf_writer]=increment_write_peek(write_peek,buf_writer); 
 
    if(buf_writer==uart0_buf) 
      *write_peek[buf_writer]=UDR0; 
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    else 
      *write_peek[buf_writer]=UDR1; 
 
 
} 
 
 
void read_buffer(int uart) 
{ 
 
char test[4]; 
char *test_peek; 
 
test_peek=&test[0]; 
while(string_check(test_peek,uart,control_buf)==2); 
 
 
     
read_buf_peek=&read_buf_array[0]; 
     
  
 
//kolla om antalet återstående element i ringbuffern motsvarar 
//antalet element i panid_array[4] 
//hämta den loopen som räknar igenom antalet element finns en liknande ringbuffern 
 
read_peek[uart]=control_peek[uart]; 
 
 
for(int count=0 ; count<4 ; count++) 
{ 
       control_peek[uart]=increment_control_peek(control_peek,uart); 
    read_peek[uart]=increment_read_peek(read_peek,uart); 
    *read_buf_peek=*read_peek[uart]; 
    read_buf_peek++; 
 
 
 } 
 
 
} 
 
int string_check(char* string_peek, int buf,int read_or_control)    //skickar in sträng i funktionen 
{ 
   
        char *temp_string_peek; 
        temp_string_peek=string_peek; 
  
        for(comp_string_element=0;*string_peek!='\0';comp_string_element++,string_peek++); 
 
        string_peek=temp_string_peek;    // antal platser i jämförelsesträng 
   
  
        //inkrementera kontrollpekaren 
 
        temp_control_peek[buf]=control_peek[buf]; 
      //control_peek[buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek,buf); 
 
     // räkna antal teckenfält mellan kontrollpekaren och skivpekaren  
        for(ringbuffer_element= 0; control_peek[buf]!=write_peek[buf];ringbuffer_element++ ) 
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              control_peek[buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek, buf); 
 
  // testa om antal platser mellan kontrollpekare och write pekare är större än jämförelsesträngen 
    if (ringbuffer_element >= comp_string_element)  
   { 
 
       
       if(read_or_control==read_buf) 
       { 
            read_buffer(buf); 
       } 
       if(read_or_control==control_buf) 
       { 
              control_peek[buf]=temp_control_peek[buf]; 
              control_peek[buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek,buf); 
 
 for(compare_index=0 ; (compare_index<comp_string_element) && 
(*control_peek[buf]==*string_peek) ; compare_index++) 
{ 
         control_peek[buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek, buf);        
         string_peek++; 
 } 
 
  if(compare_index==comp_string_element)                                                        //  
{ 
        control_peek[buf]=temp_control_peek[buf]; 
        for(move_index = 0; move_index < comp_string_element; move_index++ ) 
 { 
        control_peek[buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek, buf); 
        read_peek[buf]=increment_read_peek(read_peek, buf ); 
        
  } 
             return 1;                  // true 
   
 } 
 else 
{ 
 
  if(system_mode==1 && module_mode==0) 
{ 
        control_peek[buf]=temp_control_peek[buf]; 
} 
 
else if(system_mode==1 && module_mode==1) 
{ 
control_peek[buf]=temp_control_peek[buf]; 
control_peek[buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek, buf); 
   
} 
else 
{ 
         control_peek[buf]=temp_control_peek[buf]; 
         control_peek[buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek, buf); 
 
         read_peek[buf]=increment_read_peek(read_peek, buf); 
         UART1_send(*read_peek[buf]); 
 
 } 
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         return 0;       
}        
   
        } 
  } 
  else  
  {    
 
         if(read_custom_timer(buffer) && ringbuffer_element>0 && system_mode==0) 
        { 
             control_peek[buf]=temp_control_peek[buf]; 
             control_peek[buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek, buf); 
             read_peek[buf]=increment_read_peek(read_peek, buf); 
             UART1_send(*read_peek[buf]); 
 
          } 
          else if(read_custom_timer(buffer) && ringbuffer_element>0 && system_mode==1) 
          {   
 
              control_peek[buf]=temp_control_peek[buf]; 
              control_peek[buf]=increment_control_peek(control_peek, buf); 
              read_peek[buf]=increment_read_peek(read_peek, buf); 
           
          } 
          else 
                control_peek[buf]=temp_control_peek[buf]; 
 
       } 
  
       return 2;  
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ringbuffer.h 
#ifndef RINGBUFFER_H 
#define RINGBUFFER_H 
 
#include "system_control.h" 
#include "communication.h" 
#include "ringbuffer.h" 
#include "timeservice.h" 
 
 
#define bufsize 50 
#define buffers 2 
 
#define uart0_buf 0 
#define uart1_buf 1 
 
#define read_buf 2 
#define control_buf 3 
 
extern int module_mode; 
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extern void ringbuffer_setup(void); 
extern int string_check(char*, int,int); //compare_string      
extern char* increment_read_peek(char*[],int); 
extern char* increment_write_peek(char*[], int); 
extern char* increment_control_peek(char* [], int); 
 
extern void write_buffer(int); 
 
extern char ringbuffer[buffers][bufsize]; 
 
extern char *write_peek[buffers]; 
extern char *read_peek[buffers]; 
extern char *control_peek[buffers]; 
extern char *start_peek[buffers]; 
extern char *stop_peek[buffers]; 
extern char *temp_control_peek[buffers]; 
extern char *temp_read_peek[buffers]; 
 
extern char read_buf_array[4]; 
extern char *read_buf_peek; 
 
extern int ringbuffer_element; 
extern int comp_string_element; 
extern int move_index; 
extern int compare_index; 
 
#endif 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

System_control.c 
 
 
 
#include "system_control.h" 
 
int test_value; 
 
char tri_sharp_array[]="###"; 
char* tri_sharp_peek; 
 
int system_mode=0; 
 
char read_only_test; 
 
void window_check_uart1(void) 
{ 
 
char setpanidcoord_array[]="COORDMANUAL"; 
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char *setpanidcoord_peek; 
setpanidcoord_peek=setpanidcoord_array; 
 
char setpanidcoord2_array[]="COORDAUTO"; 
char *setpanidcoord2_peek; 
setpanidcoord2_peek=setpanidcoord2_array; 
 
char setpaniddev_array[]="WATERMANUAL"; 
char *setpaniddev_peek; 
setpaniddev_peek=setpaniddev_array; 
 
char modulepan_array[]="WATERAUTO"; 
char *modulepan_peek; 
modulepan_peek=modulepan_array; 
 
char setpaniddev2_array[]="ELECMANUAL"; 
char *setpaniddev2_peek; 
setpaniddev2_peek=setpaniddev2_array; 
 
char processor_reset_array[]="RESET"; 
char *processor_reset_peek; 
processor_reset_peek=processor_reset_array; 
 
tri_sharp_peek=tri_sharp_array; 
 
if(system_mode==0) 
{ 
    
   if(string_check(tri_sharp_peek,uart1_buf,control_buf)==1 )  // && system_mode==0     
   { 
    
      system_mode=1;                              // sätt i systemtillstånd 
      
   } 
   else 
   { 
         ; 
   
   } 
} 
else 
{ 
 
   if(string_check(setpanidcoord_peek,uart1_buf,control_buf)==1 ) 
   { 
   
 
    read_panid_by_server(); 
    read_adress_by_server();  
    at_command_setpan_coordinator(); 
    memory_write(coordinator); 
    program=coordinator; 
    system_mode=0; 
   } 
   else if(string_check(setpanidcoord2_peek,uart1_buf,control_buf)==1) 
   { 
    
    at_command_setpan_coordinator_auto(); 
    memory_write(coordinator); 
    program=coordinator;  
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    system_mode=0; 
   } 
   else if(string_check(setpaniddev_peek,uart1_buf,control_buf)==1) 
   { 
 
    read_panid_by_server(); 
    read_adress_by_server();  
    at_command_setpan_device();    
 memory_write(water);     
    program=water; 
    system_mode=0;  
   } 
   else if(string_check(modulepan_peek,uart1_buf,control_buf)==1) 
   { 
    at_command_setpan_device_auto(); 
    memory_write(water);     
    program=water;      
    system_mode=0;                       // Back to system-mode. 
   } 
 
   else if(string_check(setpaniddev2_peek,uart1_buf,control_buf)==1) 
   { 
    read_panid_by_server(); 
    read_adress_by_server();  
    at_command_setpan_device(); 
    memory_write(electric);   
    program=electric; 
    system_mode=0; 
   } 
 
   else if(string_check(processor_reset_peek,uart1_buf,control_buf)==1) 
   {   
   memory_write(setup); 
   program=setup; 
   system_mode=0; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    control_peek[uart1_buf]=temp_control_peek[uart1_buf];  
   } 
} 
 
} 
 
int window_check_uart0(void) 
{ 
 
char ok_string[]="OK\r"; 
char *ok_peek; 
ok_peek=&ok_string[0]; 
 
if(string_check(ok_peek,uart0_buf,control_buf)==1)   //använder uart1 under test 
   return 1; 
   else 
    return 0; 
} 
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system_control.h 
 
 
#ifndef SYSTEM_CONTROL_H 
#define SYSTEM_CONTROL_H 
 
#include "ringbuffer.h" 
#include "at_command.h" 
#include "communication.h" 
#include "timeservice.h" 
#include "stdbool.h" 
#include "eeprom.h" 
#include "avr_setup.h" 
 
 
extern void window_check_uart1(void); 
extern int window_check_uart0(void); 
 
 
extern char read_only_test; 
extern int system_mode; 
 
#endif 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

timeservice.c 
 
#include "timeservice.h" 
 
int tick_buffer=0; 
int tick_server=0; 
int tick_module=0;  
 
int timer_tick=0; 
static int timer_sec=0; 
static int timer_min=0; 
static int timer_hour=0; 
 
void timer_setup(void) 
{ 
 
OCR1A=15624; 
 
TCCR1B=(1<<WGM12) | (1<<CS12); 
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TIMSK=(1<<OCIE1B); 
 
} 
 
void reset_custom_timer(char ticker) 
{ 
   if(ticker==buffer) 
   tick_buffer=0; 
   else if(ticker==server) 
   tick_server=0; 
   else if(ticker==module) 
   tick_module=0; 
      
} 
 
bool read_custom_timer(char ticker) 
{ 
    
   if(ticker==buffer) 
   { 
    if(tick_buffer==3)     
      return true; 
    else 
      return false; 
 
   } 
   else if(ticker==server) 
   { 
     if(tick_server==20) 
        return true; 
     else 
        return false; 
 
   } 
   else if(ticker==module) 
   { 
      if(tick_module==10) 
          return true; 
      else 
          return false; 
   } 
   else 
    return false; 
 
} 
 
 
void clock(char ticker, bool reset_or_count) 
{ 
    
    timer_tick++; 
    if(reset_or_count) 
    { 
          timer_sec=0; 
          timer_min=0; 
          timer_hour=0; 
 
    } 
    else 
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    { 
 
    if  (timer_tick == 10) 
    {  
        timer_tick = 0; 
        timer_sec++; 
     } 
 
 
    if (timer_sec == 60) 
    { 
        timer_sec = 0; 
        timer_min++; 
     } 
 
    if (timer_min == 60) 
    { 
        timer_min = 0; 
        timer_hour++; 
     } 
    } 
 } 
 
    
 
bool clock_watch( int hour , int minute, int second) 
{ 
 
    if(hour==timer_hour && minute==timer_min && second==timer_sec) 
           return true; 
    else 
          return false; 
 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

timeservice.h 
 
 
 
#ifndef TIMESERVICE_H 
#define TIMESERVICE_H 
 
#include "avr/io.h" 
#include "stdbool.h" 
 
extern int tick_buffer; 
extern int tick_server; 
extern int tick_module; 
 
extern int timer_tick; 
 
 
extern void timer_setup(void); 
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#define buffer 0 
#define server 1 
#define module 2 
#define start_tick 0 
#define read_tick 1 
 
#define clock_tick true 
#define reset_clock false 
 
extern bool read_custom_timer(char); 
extern void reset_custom_timer(char); 
 
#endif 
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